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deating with this for a year-and-a-half - There are no

easy solutions. If you go from Mccamey D to Kendal-l

you're going through the heart of the Hill country. And

we tried to give you as many options as we coufd with

crossovers and z sections and overnoticing So you had

that the opportunity to move a line if you thought you

needed to.
But there are no easy sol-ut ions '

Regard.less of where you puL this line, somebody is going

to be unhappy. And the two solutions that I think

you ' re f ocus ing on right now, MK15 staf f ' S MKI- 5

and 62 , theyt re not bad solutions at al-l- '

COMM. NELSON: But noting that I still

have major heartburn over the airport issue

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: On the airport

issue, yeah

COMM. NELSON: and if I were king of

the forest I 'd probably do it on the south portion and

not bury them and just try to work out the issue

concerns theY al l- have .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : And we ' 11 be glad t<>

cont inue to ]ook at that . I woul-d say that we looked at

sol-ut ions south of the river in Junct ion . The problem,

is you've got FAA issues . Yourve goU river issues .

Yourve got safety issues, and then you've got the city'

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5]-2.474.2233
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Most, of the city is
there .

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Yeah. I mean, if you get

south you move further sout,h and you flatten the

liner |ou may have notice issues. But you get down

there by the park and the baseball- field and I mean,

ultimately it ' s t,he Commission' s cal-l-, but usually it' s

our intent to try and st,ay away f rom cities if we can.

You come down very cl-ose to where the block alignment of
the city begins to shows up. And, you know, if it's
possible to move down there, we' 11 l-ook at it and we' ll-
be glad t,o work with the CVA f olks. But it doesn't, come

without issues.

COMM. NELSON: I underst,and.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Do you guys have any

more discussion?

MR. ROSS : Commissioners, ,JoeI Will Ross

on behalf of my family, three entities, and I just want

to t.ouch wit,h you on t.he notice issue and the overnot.j-ce

issue. Clear View A1l-iance addressed it.
My family we have t,hree we were unique

i-n this whol-e docket in that three of my family
entities, two of which are in Sonora, one in ,Junction,

were victims of t,he overnotice deal and I don't know

i f y ' al l are aware of al- l- the docket, the mot ions to
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dismiss and all- that flying around. I won't revisit

that, but all of our properties, both in sonora and in

Junction we own two of the motel-s south of I - 10 there

at the intersection of 83 and I-10, not a single

property was crossed by any of LCRA's routes that have

been proposed in the EA. we were around, Y€t we were

not iced.

But in Sonora the cl-osest route to lf s, Y2C

is three-quarters of a mil-e away. we have property

that,s over a mile away. And the reason I want to bring

this up is Chairman Smitherman, you brought this up a

little earlier if somebody has been notified but yet

they don't have a route across them, yourre not going to

go there . I applaud you for saying that, because we

were f aced with the catch 22 , I'WeI1, do we intervene and

subject ourself to your jurisdiction that we could get

the route or just tie behind the log and not do anything

and still run the risk of having it because we didn't

COMM. ANDERSON: Well , yeah. I mean, the

reason che reason notice doesn't particularly bother

me is because of we haven't werve encouraged the

TSPs to give us maximum maximum flexibility. And you

were right to intervene because anybody and this is

an issue with respect to one of the l-andowner

modifications that I'm going to have to think about. I

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51-2 .47 4 .2233
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think the bottom l-ine is 1egal1y, if you're noticed,
that means that the route can go on your property. you

know, whether you participate or noL, intervening does

nothing to it has nothing Lo do with submitting to
the jurisdiction. If you're noticed, the line can go.

MR. ROSS: And I guess where I'm going

with t.hat is the way we were so unique uniquely
affected here is that, you get out in t,he country, dfly of
t.he other l- inks , where it went across the f ence l ine of
one ranch, the neighbor looking across the fence did not

get not,ice, wel-l-, theytre out . They don't have to
intervene. We were forced to intervene even though we

were in the same pos i t ion . We do not have a l- ine

COMM. NELSON: We have anoLher case

recently where we had people almost crying because they
were like hal-f a mile away from t,he line and they wanted

notice. I mean, seriously, this is an area where we

cannot keep people happy.

MR. ROSS: And I'm just bringing this up

for your information because you asked and you ment.ioned

that. it's in some of the briefing. It put us in a

what the he]] do we do?

COMM. ANDERSON: Wel-l-, you made the

right
MR. ROSS : And so we
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MR. RODRIGUEZ: Could I say something?

MR. ROSS : Yeah.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Joe Will and I have been

talking about this for months, and I understand exactly

what he' s saying. We had that situation come up in

Clear Springs to Hutto where we had folks who were

noticed. They did not intervene. And Cooper Land

Development suggested an alternative which bumped iU off

their property across the road onto flowed l-andowners

who did not intervene and that adj ustment ' was adopted by

the Commission. We sort of get whipsawed

COMM. NELSON: I wasnrt Part of that

decision bY the way.

( Laughter )

COMM. ANDERSON: There' s one- - there' s at

Ieast one modification as apparently Staff is

recommending where it would move off one propert'y owner

onto another property owner who did not intervene or

property owners that were noticed.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: WelI, and I think we took

our cue, rightly or wrongly, from Gillespie-Newton where

I think y'all had wanted to move the line to property

to the property to the property boundaries and it was

kind of a long move, but we had not noticed somebody on

the ot.her s ide and we were trying to obviate that and

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51,2.474.2233
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give you-aIl as much

COMM. A\TDERSON: And I have absolutely no

criticism.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: I think we 've I
think werve come to the end of this discussion. So we

will- take this item up again in our next Open Meeting.

Thank you-aI1 for coming.

This meet,ing of the Public Utility
Commission is adjourned.

( Proceedings adj ourned at 5 :22 p . m . )

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5r2.474.2233
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Certified Shorthand Reporters in and for the State of

Texas, do hereby certify that the above-mentioned matter
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WE FURTHER CERTIFY THAT the proceedings of
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LCRA TRANSMISSION SERVICES CORPORATION

January 19,20lI

Chairman Barry T. Smitherman
Commissioner Donna L. Nelson
Commissioner Kenneth W. Anderson, Jr.
Public Utility Commission of Texas
l70l N. Congress Avenue
P.O. Box 13326
Austin, Texas 787 ll-3326

CERTIFIED TO BE ATRUE AND CORRECT
COPY OF THE ORIGINAL ON FILE WITH THE
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF TEXAS
CENTRAL RECORDS DIVISION

oere,4 fri\ .,27 , ?cr[ \

Re: soAH Docket No. 473-10-5546; PUC Docket No. 39354, Appriccttion of LCRA Trans-
mission Services Corporcttion to Amend lts Certfficate cl' Convenience und Necessi4,.for
the McCamey D to Kendall to Gillespie 345-kV CREZTransmis.sion Line in Schleicher.
suttort, Menord, Kimble, Mason, Gillespie, Kerr, and Kendctlr Cowtties

Dear Commissioners:

Based on questions raised at last week's Open Meeting LCRA TSC representatives went back
out to the field this past weekend to inspect the area around Junction south of I-10 and south of
the Kimble County Airporr to investigate whether an acceptable and safe alternative could be
found to accommodate the issues raised by Clear View Alliance (CVA) at the Open Meeting.
While there, LCRA TSC's engineers also recomoitered the area north of the airport to see ii a
better solution could be found to address the concerns raised by the Segrest parties and Commis-
sioner Nelson. On Monday, LCRA TSC real estate representatives diligently r.esearched the
Kimble County tax records to make sure that any possible rollting alternatives presented here did
not raise notice issues. This letter contains LCRA TSC's findings as well as additional informa-
tion and comments that might be useful to the Commission as it reconvenes this Thursdav. Janu-
ary 20'h to continue deliberating on this case.

As a threshold matter, LCRA TSC is aware that Comm. PRoc. R.22.71() generally prohibits the
filing of material, such as this letter, addressed to the Commissioners within seven (7) days of an
open meeting. LCRA TSC respectfully suggests that the issues to which we are responding in
this letter were raised in questions by the Commissioners and CVA, and as such, come withi' the
exception provided in subsection (iX2XA). Similarly, LCRA TSC is providing the informarion
in this letter to respond to issues raised by CVA and the Segrest parties. As such we believe this
letter addresses matters under negotiation among the parties and thereby comes within the excep-
tion provided in subsection O(2)(B). Finally, because of the urgency and timeliness of the is-
sues addressed in this letter, and because the information necessary to discuss the issues was
gathered this past weekend, we respectfully request the Commission to find that good cause ex-
ists to file this letter one day before the Open Meeting at which this docket will be taken up.

PO BOX 220 . AUSTIN, TEXAS . 78767-0220 . 1512]' 473 3200 . l-800 t76-sZ7Z. WWW LCRA ORG

')r tl
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Kimble Countv Airport - Southern Route

At the Open Meeting of January 13th CVA suggested a routing alternative that would pass south
of the Kimble County Airport and south of the North Llano River. CVA's proposed configura-
tion, as understood by LCRA TSC is attached as Exhibit A. LCRA TSC expressed serioui mis-
givings about CVA's proposal on two grounds. First, in the opinion of LCRA TSC's
transmission engineers the structure located approximately 2,400 feet directly south of the airport
runway is not safe because if it is constructed tall enough (i.e.,120 feet) to allow for the necei-
sary spans across the river it will pierce the obstacle clearance slope of 90 feet currently defined
by a line of trees south of the airport. LCRA TSC does not believe it is appropriate to construct
structures that would make the transmission line the new obstacle in place of the existing tree
line particularly when there are other routing options available.

However, on Saturday, January l5th LCRA TSC's engineers studied and photographed the area
in question and designed a routing alternative that would address CVA's concerns and would
allow safe construction of the transmission line in the same area south of the Kimble County
Airport. LCRA TSC's proposed routing alternative is shown in Exhibit B. As shown in Exhibit
B, the route would traverse the affected area a little further south of CVA's proposal with the
tower location immediately south of the airport being approximately 3,000 feet from the airport
runway rather than 2,400 feet as proposed by CVA. However, by crossing the Nonh Llano Riv-
er further west, and then re-crossing the river again further east LCRA TSC's proposed routing
alternative allows a shorter crossing of the river (thereby allowing the use of a shorter span; and
a more gentle approach towards the area immediately south of the airport runway.

This configuration also allows the line to be lowered and flattened on specialty structures so that
by the time it crossss the flight path immediately south of the runway the transmission line will
be below both the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Part77 surfaces as well as the ob-
stacle clearance slope. In other words, in LCRA TSC's opinion this new proposed configuration
can be constructed safely and efficiently. In terms of cost, currently MK63r, as filed (including
approximately $54 million for undergrounding south of the airport), is estimated to cost $360.5
million. By constructing the alternative discussed here the need for underground construction is
eliminated and the estimated cost for MK63 drops by $49 million to approximately $3ll million.

To be clear, flattening the line and allowing it to pass safely under the prescribed slopes will re-
quire a broader right-of-way (ROW) of approximately 200 feet wide. However, that is not un-
usual given the factors at play here. Funhermore, despite the fact that this proposed adjustment
enters the City of Junction (albeit in a relatively less built-up area) there appears to be ample
room to construct this alternative in the area despite the fact much of the area in question is lo-
cated in a flood plain, which presents its own set of engineering challenges. Nonetheless, LCRA
TSC believes that these circumstances can be accommodated as a result of its fuither sfudv this
past weekend.

' For comparison purposes LCRA TSC inserted its modification into *MK63", which is a route that passes through
the willing landowner AC Ranches on the western side of the study area and follows I- 10 through Kenville on thi
eastern side. However, this modification could work for other routes, such as MK33 or *MKl5 Segrest" as well.
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LCRA TSC's second area of concem related to notice; specifically, whether CVA's proposed
routing altemative would raise notice issues. LCRA TSC determined that, indeed, CVA's pro-
posed routing alternative did not resolve all potential notice issues. Nevertheless, by performing
additional landowner research on Monday January 17s,2 LCRA TSC has confirmed that its prof
posed routing alternative can be constructed entfuely on noticed landowners, thereby obviating
any potential notice issues. LCRA TSC has also considered this new potential routing configura-
tion and compared its effect on certain important routing metrics as compared to original align-
ment of MK63. Those results are contained in Exhibit C, attached hereto.

LCRA TSC would note that it did not propose such an alternative in its original application.
LCRA TSC's mandate, following the September 2009 Joint Motion to Delay, was to add addi-
tional routes following the US 2771I-L0 and AEP/LCRA TSC 138-kV line corridors. ln design-
ing these routes, LCRA TSC occasionally left these designated corridors briefly to avoid entirely
the cities of Eldorado, Sonora, Menard, and Mason, and also created alternative routes around
both the cities of Junction and Kerrville. LCRA TSC did not propose an altemative such as rhe
one described here because of certain impacts. That is, it deviates from the I-10 conidor to cross
the North Llano River twice, increasing the clearing of riparian vegetation. It puts a 200-foot
ROW through a portion of the City of Junction (albeit in a relatively less built-up area). It has
the potential, depending on final alignment, to impact two businesses which LCRA TSC has
identified as a gravel-mining operation and a set of barns for raising chickens. Finally, it puts a
stretch of the line into the floodplain. Given these factors, LCRA TSC believed at the time that a
reroute avoiding the City of Junction and passing two miles away from the airport to the north
was a reasonable solution. Nonetheless, after reviewing the issues outlined above LCRA TSC
believes that if the Commission decides to approve the southem bypass of the Kimble County
Airport as described herein it can do so confidently. LCRA TSC would note none of these fac-
tors listed here is a fatal flaw to building a line south of the North Llano River, and LCRA TSC
believes this line is reasonable and constructible, and would only impact noticed landowners.

In short, if the Commission would prefer that the line traverse the area south of the Kimble
County Airport then LCRA TSC's proposed routing altemative can accomplish this goal effi-
ciently and safely, while reducing the cost of route MK63 (or any route that uses the segments
south of the airport) by $49 million. LCRA TSC would note that this routing alternative is lo-
cated as far south of the river as necessary to remain below the two applicable FAA flight sur-
faces, but as far north as possible to stay away as best we could from the residents of the City of
Junction. If the Commission chooses to approve this routing alternative, LCRA TSC would re-
quest as much flexibility as possible to possibly adjust and straighten the proposed rouring ad-
justment post-order, thereby saving additional costs.

Kimble Countv Airport - Northern Route

A second area of concem was raised predominantly by the Segrest intervenors with respect to the
"b19 reroutes" to the north of the Kimble County Airport. The administrative law judges (AIJs)

2 As an aside LCRA TSC would note that Monday, January 17ft was a holiday. However, the Kimble County offic-
es were open and LCRA TSC representatives were in Junction all day performing their landowner research.
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recommended this reroute as a way to avoid having to traverse through the City of Junction, and
as a way to avoid having to incur the approximately $54 million to build the transmission line
underground immediately south of the ailport and along I-10. LCRA TSC believes its current
proposed routing alternative north of the Kimble County Airport, adopted by the ALIs in the
PFD, is perfectly acceptable. Despite the concerns raised by certain of the parties, the bl9 re-
routes are safe and can be built as recommended in the PFD.

Nevertheless, to address concerns raised by the Segrest parties and Commissioner Nelson at the
Open Meeting of January 13th, LCRA TSC's engineers ieviewed and inspected the area again
over the January 15tn weekend and can propose the following routing adjustments to address
these concerns. One minor adjustment to the existing segment would simply move the segment
slightly to the north in order to make use of a dip in terrain depicted on the USGS topographic
maps, at a cost of less than $1 million. The field visit confirmed the existence of this topograph-
ic drop on Highway 83, which connects lower topography on both the east and west sides of the
highway. The visit also confirmed the existence of an unmarked unlighted distribution line to
the south of the segment as currently proposed. The distribution line was not previously men-
tioned but is directly in the path of departure, which is the subject of the concerns expressed by
some at the Open Meeting of January l3e.

Another potential proposed reroute would more closely follow the northem and eastern property
lines of the Whichard property (Parcel ID b19b-001) and the northern property line of the Shelby
Springs Ranches LLC (Parcel ID b19c-001).' By pinning the transmission line on the northern
and eastern property lines as described in the two above-mentioned adjustments (one of which
was proposed by Mr. Whichard as part of a landowner-requested "Attachment 13" routing ad-
justment), and by lowering the height of the transmission structures, LCRA TSC can put addi-
tional distance between the northern end of the runway and the location of the transmission line.
This more involved reroute could add as much as $10 million to the estimated cost of routes
MK15 Staff Modified and MK62.

Again, the current routing alternative, which is located almost two miles from the end of the
runway and which is recommended in the PFD, is safe and acceptable; the proposed routing al-
ternatives suggested herein are even more so. LCRA TSC can use the same flattened structures
and the same 200-foot ROW proposed for the southern crossing of the Kimble County Airport,
described above, to lower the line in relation to the northem end of the runway.

Regardless of whether the Commission chooses to pass by the Kimble County Airport to the
north or to the south, LCRA TSC believes it has given the Commission two good routing alterna-
tives from which to choose, in addition to the numerous other routing altematives that do not
cross near to the Kimble County Airport or the City of Junction at all (e.g. LCRA TSC's Pre-
ferred Route, MKl3).

1-' Mr. Whichard is an intervenor in this case. Shelby Springs Ranch was noticed but did not intervene.
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Citv of Kerrville and Kerr Countv Issues.

During the Open Meeting of January l3th Commissioner Anderson asked representatives for
Kenville and Kerr County their opinion of a routing proposal suggested by LCRA TSC in its
Reply to Exceptions. That suggested altemative would apply if MK62 or MK63 were adopred
and would have the transmission line cross I-10 from the north side to the south side to avoid the
mobile home park, then cross back to the north side of I-10 in the immediate vicinity of the
Atkission car dealership. It should be understood that in LCRA TSC's discussions with counsel
for Kerrville, Kerr County, KPUB, and Atkission (the "Kerrville Group"), they remain opposed
to any route which uses I-10 through the City of Kenville. That being said, LCRA TSC and
counsel for Kerrville and Kerr County have discussed this possible altemative and agree that the
southern alternative discussed during the Open Meeting is not a realistic alternative if the line is
not to be buried through Kerrville, and would request that the Commission drop the alternative
from further consideration. Should the Commission choose a route that traverses through Kerr-
ville along I-10 and that will not be buried, the northem path along the north frontage of I-10
would be preferable. Having said this, it should not be understood in any way or fashion that any
of the Kerrville Group concedes that the route should traverse through Kerrville along I-10 at all.
On the contrary, the only issue here is whether or not an aerial southern crossing along I-10
through Kerrville should be an altemative open for consideration. After discussing the matter
with counsel for the Kerrville Group, LCRA TSC would respectfully suggest that it is not.

Routine Modifications alone Staff MK15. MK62. and MK63.

LCRA TSC has compiled a list of landowner-proposed routing modifications from its Attach-
ment 13, Supplemental Attachment 13, and post-hearing route modifications submitted by CVA.
These documents (other than the post-hearing adjustments from CVA) were admitted into the
record as landowner-proposed routing modifications that the Commission could entertain and
adopt should it choose a route that crosses these individuals' respective properties. LCRA TSC
has compiled those modifications as Exhibit D for the Commission's convenience, and would
respectfully request that if the Commission chooses any of these alternatives that the Order be
written to clearly reflect such direction.

In addition, LCRA TSC has provided an estimated cost for each of the landowner-proposed
routing modifications attached hereto (except for a modification on the McGowan property that
was discussed only at the January 13th Open Meeting). LCRA TSC is concemed that theri may
be additional landowner-requested modifications that come to light after the Order in this case is
entered. To the extent any of the attached landowner modifications are adopted in the Order in
this case, LCRA TSC would welcome the Commission's direction regarding a proper dollar thre-
shold the Commission would consider reasonable with respect to landowner-requested routing
modifications that are not reflected in the landowner-proposed routing modification materials,
and that may be proposed by landowners once LCRA TSC personnel go out into the field to be-
gin surveying work for the transmission line.
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In her memo of January 12th Commissioner Nelson suggested several ordering paragraphs.
LCRA TSC would respectfully request a reconsideration of three of those paragraphs, as de-
scribed below.

First, Commissioner Nelson suggested ordering paragraphs 6 and 7 pertaining to LCRA TSC's
dealings with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). LCRA TSC has been
working with USFWS for almost 18 months to secure an Endangered Species Act g10(a) permit
as part of a comprehensive Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). While LCRA TSC understands
the basis for Commissioner Nelson's ordering paragraphs, LCRA TSC is concerned that Order-
ing Paragraphs 6 and 7 may be redundant, if not conflicting, when considered in light of the on-
going $10(a) permitting process. Requiring LCRA TSC to engage in mitigation measures that
could conflict with directives established through the 910(a) permit/HCP could cause unneces-
sary conflicts between federal permits and state orders. LCRA TSC respectfully suggests that
ordering paragraphs 6 andT are not necessary because they cover precisely the subject matter of
LCRA TSC's requested Section lO(a) permit and HCP, both of which are currently under discus-
sion with the USFWS, the agency with subject matter jurisdiction over federally listed endan-
gered or protected species issues.

Second, ordering paragraph l1 is also potentially problematical in that it requires LCRA TSC to
return each affected landowner's property to its original contours unless agreed to by the lan-
downers or their representatives. On its face the ordering paragraph appears benign. However,
LCRA TSC must construct in areas of topography in and near natural features such that there are
occasions when it is necessary to adjust the contours to ensure the safety and stability of the tow-
ers or poles. Requiring LCRA TSC to return the property to its original contours could jeopard-
ize the safety of the line in those instances where the contours have been altered to permit
stabilization of the structures. LCRA TSC would request that the ordering paragraph language
contained in the PFD be retained, and would welcome a discussion of this point at the Open 

-

Meeting on Thursday.

The request to utilize the particular restoration language requested by LCRA TSC here stems
from experience with construction over the last decade. This experience includes, in part, the
345-kV rebuild of a portion of the Kendall-Cagnon 345-kV transmission line certificated by the
Commission in September, 2005 (in Docket No. 29065) and located in the area between Comfort
and San Antonio that has topographical features similar to those LCRA TSC will find in many
areas through which this transmission line will traverse. As a result of this experience LCRA
TSC requested and received in the Order certificating its proposed Clear Springs to Hutto 345-
kV project (PUC Docket No. 33978) the type of flexibility language propoied by it in this pro-
ceeding. The language may be found in FOF 210 and Ordering Paragraph No. 3 in the Commis-
sion's Order dated October 10, 2008 in Docket No. 33978 and is further explained in the SOAH
PFD (June 30,2008) atpage 81.



Letter to PUC Commiss
January 19,20IL
PageT

LCRA TSC appreciates the care and attention the Commission gave to this case at the Open
Meeting on January 13ft and trusts the issues addressed in this letter will be useful to the Com-
mission as it continues its deliberations on Thursdav Januarv 20d.

AB*N
Fernando Rodriguez
Associate General Counsel

cc: Margaret Pemberton
Scottie Aplin
All parties (via PUC Interchange)
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EXHIBIT B

Page 2 of 2

SEGMENT Yl1 SOUTH ROUTE MODIFICATION: PROPOSED ROUTE MODIFICATION ON SEGMENTS YlOb
AND Yll

The Segment Y1l South Route Modification starts on Segment Y10b west of US 83 in Junction, then goes

in a southeasterly direction for approximately 1700 feet on the north side of the North Llano River. tt
then turns south and crosses the North Llano River on a southerly alignment that parallels an existing 69
kV transmission line for approximately 1450 feet, before turning again to the southeast to parallel the
River on the south bank. At this point, the line transitions from double-circuit vertical sffuctures to low
profile 6-pole dead-ends and twin tangent H-frames. The line then continues in a southeasterly
direction for approximately 3150 feet with low profile construction, and then turns to the northeast to
cross to the north bank of the North Llano River, continuing for approximately 1350 feet until it
intersects again with Segment Y11. The route modification includes monopole construction for some
structures that are located in the floodplain, and additional estimated costs for erosion mitigation
measures.

For routes containinq sesments Y10b and Y11

LCRA TSC Engineering representatives have reviewed the proposed modification and determined that it
is technically feasible. The proposed modification would:

o remove two (2)tangent structures and three (3) deadend structures.
. remove a 2500-foot section of underground construction
r add three (3) steel tangent poles and one (1) steel twin dead-end pole structure.
o add three {3)twin tangent H-frame structures,
o add two (2)6-pole dead-end structures,
r add approximately 0.2 m jles to the length of the project,
o widen the right-of-way by 60' (from 140' to 20O'l for approximately 0.9 miles, and
e reduce the estimated project cost of any route including Segments Y10b and Yl1 by

approximately 549M.
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EXHIBIT D
Potential Modifications for McCamey D-Kendall Routes Page 1 of 3

Route MK15 PUC Staff Modified
Length: 144.62 miles
Cost: 5304.2 milfion

Segments:
b3a-b5a-b5b-b14a-b14ba-b84-b8eb$-Y5cc-Y7b-Y8-b19b-b19c-b23a-b23b-b29a-y14-b29c-b29d-bc8-
b53-b56a-b58b-c5-c10-c11-c13a-c13e-c1 3Fc13c-c13d-c19-c20-c21

Landwner Segment(sl Modified
Length
{milesl

Modified
Cost

{mlllions}

Source PUC

coMMrsstot{ERs

Runge3 b14a/b5b 0.33 s1.2M Attachment 13

Supplement (o. 731

Supported
ou13l20tt

Mudge Y7b 0.11 Sr.o Attachment 13

Suoolement {o. 651

Supported
out3l20t7

Moore-Smith Y8 1.36 S3.1M Attachment 13

{p.7}
Moore-Smith 2 Y8 -0.57 -s0.9M Attachment 13

Supplement {p. 62)
Moore-Smith 3 Y8 -0.3s -s0.0 Attachment 13

Supplement (o. 63)
Whichard b19b 0.5 sr.sn Attachment 13

Suppfement {p.91}
Requires lurther
madification for
use with this
route

Andersen - per PUC c6-Latt to
Poles

0 s0.6M Attachment 13

Suoolement {o. 6l
Henke-Yant-Andersen c6 0.49 s1.3M Attachment 13

Supplement (p.43)
Did not support

Henke-Yant2 -per PUC c5 0.36 s1.7M Attachment 13
Suppfement lp.tAl

Counsel forYont
stoted that it hod
been withdrown
from the record

Dreiss c13b 0.11 57.3M Attachment 13

Supplement (o24)
Schooley b84 o.24 $r.zn Post Hearing Route

Modification
Supported
ou13l20t1

McGowan b14c ? ? Discussion at Open
Meeting

Supported
oul3lzotr-
follow pipeline
crossing ranch

Savage b90 Attachment 13

Supplement (p. 75)
Withdrawn



EXHIBIT D
Potentlal Modificatlons for McCamey D-Kendall Routes Page 2 of 3

Route MK62 (Modified MK15 PUC Staff Modified)
Length: 141.79 miles
Cost:5302.2 million

Segments:
b3a-b5a-b5b-b14a-b14ba-b84-b86-bgO-Y5cc-Y7b-Y8-b19b-b19c-b23a-b23b-b29a-Y14-b29c-b29d-Y15-
Yl 7b-Y18-Y 19 b-Y20-c1 b-c lc-c 14a-c 14b-Y 22-Y 22a-c 18a b-c18 b-c2 1

LandoYuner Segment(sI Modlfled
Length
(mllesl

Modlfied
Cost

(mllllonsl

Source PUC

coMMfsstoNERs

Runge3 b14alb5b 0.33 s1.2M Attachment 13

Supplement (o. 731

Supported
otltSl20Lt

Mudge wb 0.11 5r.e Attachment 13

Suoolement (o. 551

Supported
ou73l20rr

Moore-Smith Y8 1.36 Sg.ru Attachment 13
(p.7l

Moore-Smith 2 Y8 -0.57 -So.9M Attachment 13

Supplement {p.621
Moore-Smith 3 Y8 -0.3s -So.o Attachment 13

Supplement (p.63)
Whichard b19b 0.5 S1.sM Attachment 13

Supplement (p. 911

Requires further
modificotion for
use with this
route

Atkission Y19b 0.02 s0.1M Attachment 13

Suoplement {o. 8l
Discussion - no
decision

Schooley b84 0.24 s1.2M Post Hearing Route
Modification

Supported
aul3lz}fl

McGowan b14c ? ? Discussion at Open
Meeting

Supported
ou1tl201l-
follow pipeline
crossinB ranch

Savage b90 Attachment 13

Suoolement Io.76l
Withdrawn



EXHIBIT D

Potential Modifications for McCamey D-Kendall Routes Page 3 of 3

Route MK63 (Modified MK15 Segrest|
tength: 13835 mifes with route modification to Y11 138.54 miles
Cost: 5350.5 miflion with route modification to Y11 approximately Sgff million

Segments:
b3a-b5a-b5b-b1tta-b14ba-b8+b85-b90-Y5cc-Y7b-Y9-Y10b-y1l-y12a-y13-b23b-b29a-y14-b29c-b29d-
Yl6-Y17b-Y18-Y19b-Y2 0-c 1 b-c1c-c14a <l4b-y22-y22a* 18a b-c18 b-c2 1

[andowner Segment(s! Modified
[ength
lmileel

Modified
Cost

lmllllonsl

Source PUC

coMMtsstotttERs

Runge3 b14albsb 0.33 51.2M Aftachment 13

Supplement (o.73)
Supported
out3lzotL

Mudge Y7b 0.11 $r.s Attachment 13

Supplement (o.651
Supported
o711312077

Skaggs Y9 o.12 s1.1M Attachment 13

Suoolement {o.831
Atkission Y19b 0.02 So.1M Attachment 13

Suppfement {p. 8)
Discussion - no
decision

Schooley b84 o.24 s1.2M Post Hearing Route
Modification

Supported
au,3l207t

McGowan b14c ? ? Discussion at Open
Meeting

Supported
otlrslzoTr-
follow pipeline

crossing ranch
Savage b90 Attachment 13

Suoofement b.761
Withdrawn
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Attachment F

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

BEFORE THE

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISS]ON OF TEXAS

AUSTIN, TEXAS

IN THE MATTER OF THE OPEN MEETING)
oF THURSDAY, ,JANUARY 20, 20It )

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT AT approximately

9:35 a.m., ofl Thursday, the 20th day of ,fanuary 2017-,

the above-ent.itl-ed matter came on for hearing at the

Pub1ic Utility Commission of Texas, l70I North Congress

Avenue , Wi l- l- iam B . Travi s Bui lding , Aust in , Texas ,

Commissioners' Hearing Room, before BARRY T. SMITHERMAN,

CHAIRMAN, DONNA L. NELSON and KENNETH W. ANDERSON, JR.,

COMMISSIONERS; and the following proceedings were

reported by Will-iam C. Beardmore and Lorrie A. Schnoor,

Certified Shorthand Reporters.
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first thing. The second thing is, with respect to
transmission 1ines, r live in far northwest Aust.in.
some people say r l-ive in waco, but really I' m stil_l_ in
the Austin city limits.

Out on 183 one of the most popular
f ast - f ood restaurants in Austin is locat.ed under huge

transmission lines, and it's one of the busiest, ones.

so it hasn't stopped people f rom going to t,hat l-ocale to
get food. so and you're right. under you are right,
under the transmission l_ine.

So I would note that,, too. As you

acknowledge and Ken has said many times we see

them everywhere. To the ext.ent r ever had a problem

wit,h t.hem, I don , t, have a problem with them now j ust.

because I realize what they bring our state.
AGENDA TTEM NO. 13

DOCKET NO. 38354; SOAH DOCKET NO.
473- 1O-5545 - APPLTCATION OF LCRA TRANSMISSION
SERVTCES CORPORATION TO AMEND ITS CERTIFICATE
OF CONVEN]ENCE AND NECESSTTY FOR THE PROPOSED
MCCAMEY D TO KENDALL TO GILLESPTE 345-KV CREZ
TRANSMISSION LINE TN SCHLEICHER, SUTTON,
MENARD, KfMBLE, MASON, GILLESPIE, KERR, AND
KENDALL COUNTTES

CHATRMAN SMITHERIvIAN :

delayed long enough, let ,s get into
Katherine, why don't you kind of 1ay

Okay. Having

the meat of this.
this out for us.

letters from LCRA,We got some l-ate-f iled
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which I woul-d l ike to go through in great detail- , I

think, pursuant to some of your recommendations, and

then we j ust got one f rom the city of Ll-ano . I s that

right?
MR.'JOURNEAY: ilunction.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: ilunction ' We need

to talk about that and decide whether or not what werre

going to do with these.

MS. GROSS: Okay. This is Docket 38354'

This is the application of LCRA to amend its CCN for the

proposed McCamey D to Kendall to Gillespie 345-kV CREZ

transmission 1ine. subsequent to LCRA filing its

application, the Commission determined that there is a

cost effective alternative for the Kendall to GiIlespie

portion of this line.

Therefore, the ALJ didn' t Propose a

recommendation for a route between those two

substations. But the AL,Js did propose MKI-5 modif ied

which was staff's recommended route for the Mccamey D Lo

Kendal l- port ion of the l ine .

This is a PrioritY Project, and the

deadline in this docket is January 24Lh'

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Right around the

corner . So we talked about thi s at some lengt,h . The

media reported we had six hours of testimony and

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
512.474.2233
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PUC OPEN MEETTNG - ITEM l_3 r/2j/ZOtt

conversation not test,imony but comment, conversat,ion.

If I couLd summarize correct.ly, I think
what we concluded is, we took the p l-ines of f the table.
Those are the ones that run on the northern end of the
study boundary.

We focused most of our conversation on the
f - 10 rout,es and derivat,ions of that; though,

commissj-oner Nelson, r recall that you ar-so had some

interest in the preferred route, and we tar-ked a rot
about, the loop around Junction and what to do down on

the southern end, whether to go through the Tierra Linda
subdivision as part of MK15 modified or go all t,he way

down f-10.

So whatrs your pleasure on this? Do you

want to hear from LCRA with their let,ter or what do

you guys want to do with these lat,e- f iled documents?

COMM. NELSON: Well, I did find what LCRA

filed t,o be helpful . r al-so and r donrt, know if this
is the appropriate time, but the reason r rike to have a

break , you know, af ter we li sten t,o everybod.y talk i s so

we can go back and l_ook at the evidence.

What I find sometimes not always, but
sometimes what we hear at the meeting are comments

t,hat. you-aII are submitting t,o us. They're not
evidence. So sometimes the evidence d.oesn't, necessarily
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match what people say at the Open Meeting'

I found that to be rea11Y true with

respect to that loop that goes north of the airport.

There was a lot of conversation about how dangerous it

would how it would affect taking off, but there

wasnrt a lot of testimony in the record about it .

So I think I tooked and I l-ooked at

LCRA's letter and the accommodations they are willing to

make north of the airport. I feel- more comfortable with

that .

So at this point, I am ready to take that

preferred route off the table and so we can narrow it

down even more, because I think you two were ready at

the last meeting.

COMM. AIIDERSON: Well, interestingly

let , s talk about the LCRA preferred route, which I think

is MKI-3. I was not knowing how this was all going to

turn out and before because I, like YoU, went back

and looked at the evidence in this case, particularly

the evidence that surrounded the north and south routes

around Junction and I'1I get to that in a minute

but I was prepared to at l-east reconsider MK13 but with

one condition.
The only

to give LCRA credit

way that I because it does

and'the Judge recognized this in
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the case it did meet a number of our routing
criteria, including the minimum number of habitable
structures . But f or al I the reasons that t.he Judge

mentioned, the only way that r wourd vot.e to approve

that is if we monopoled t.he entire route. That would

resul-t in about $42 miLl-ion by my back-of-the-envelope
calculation. That might be a rittre high, but using
300 using 300,000 a mil-e. The resur-t would be that,
you would el iminat.e the cost, savings that that route
had.

However,

as MK62 and MK

it would be in the same ballpark

COMM. NELSON: l-5.

COMM. ANDERSON: and MK and the pFD

route . They woul-d all be around the same price . so r
was prepared at l-east to discuss t,he LCRA preferred
route .

That's not necessarily my preferred
choice. But getting to the issue about t,he evid.ence

around. ,Junction, Donna, r Loo went back and rooked

actually at the evidence. When I went. in and I
looked at the direct test,imony, Lhe rebutt.al- testimony,
as well- as transcripts of the cross-examination.

When you do that, |ou find that, mosL

whi]e there was some concern expressed, r now understand.
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whytheJudgewhythe,Judgepickedthenorthern
route. I think it clearly supported by a preponderance

of the evid.ence, and most of the comments opposed really

came in the form of argument in the exceptions and

replies as well- as comments made by parties at the last

open Meeting. Particularly with the changes that LCRA

is witling to make, I think the northern route would be

an accePtable route.

That being said, T also was very intrigued

by the LCRA l-etter. I do think bef ore we address it,

although I would ask I woul-d, ask Staf f , I Lhink, f or

Someguidance,whetherweneedto,I9ueSS,takeup
if we want to tal-k about the LCRA letter, whether we

need to they include in the letter what amounts to a

motion to admit this or to give a good cause waiver

before the submission Lo be admitted and take it under

consideration.
MR . ,JOURNEAY : They are actual ly asking

for a good cause waiver of our - - we have a provision in

our rule that says things that are not filed at least

seven days before Open Meeting may not be considered is

noL at absolute ban.

This Commission, I think, has the

discretion to consider it or not consider it without

even acting upon that request in your discretion-25
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COMM. ANDERSON: Okay. If we don' L need

to f ormally vote, r woul-d like to consider it and take
it up, because f d.on't know if you-all just if we

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: yeah, I agree. I
don' t know if it convinces me to do something

differently. r realIy have a l-ot of questions. unl_ess

we take it up, f don ' t think we can get t,o the
quest ions .

COMM. ANDERSON: That ' s right . I want to
hear the questions. But r have to say that at first
blush these changes are int.erest inq around the south

side.

More important ly, I almost view t.hem, when

I looked at, the maps , ds f alling within the mj_nor

deviation language that we already have, you know, if,
in fact, the line remains on noticed. property.

f know LCRA in the Letter wel- 1 , there r s

really Lwo issues. one is they pref er to be direct.ed as

opposed to exerc i s ing the di scret ion that we give in t,he

orders which continues to t.roubl_e me a bit.
The other is that I do want to, before we

forget, grant whatever we end up doing, t,hey asked in
the l-etter to l-etrs see; where is it, that if t,he

Commission chooses to approve this routing
alternative and I ' 1l- say this: This is al_so true

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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with respect to any routing alternative that we

uttimatety decide, that LCRA TSC woul-d request as much

flexibility as possibte, You know, to possibly adjust

and straighten the proposed routing adjustments, You

know, post-order thereby saving additional- cost.

You know, I think those are already in

that they already have that authority under our various

paragraphs. But to the extent they f eel- l-ike they don't

have it, I would like to hear from them and what they

propose , because I want to give them as much f l-exibi l iuy

both to straighten but also to make the deviations

necessary tro accommodate individual landowners '

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Why don' t we do this

if it's acceptable to you-alI: I would like to hear

from LCRA. I would like to ask them a bunch of

questions, and then we need to hear from the city of

Junction who filed a letter because they seem to have

Some issues. Perhaps theytre more procedural than

substantive. so if that's okay with you-al-l.

Ferdie, let me start bY saYing, I'ITt

looking at your Exhibit A, and I wanL to make sure I rm

on the same page here. As I look at this, Lhe yellow

line was the proposal to underground this portion.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : That ' s correct' .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: That ' s the amount
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that would equal round numbers 5 0 -p1us mil l- ion
dol-lars

MR. RODRIGUEZ : That ' s correct .

CHAfRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: which I sti1l
have to scratch my head over.

And then the green line is l_abel_ed ',CVA

modificat,ion.'r rs t,hat to say t,hat. was a modification
t,hat, was put on the t,abl-e at some point. in the past and

has been discussed? Give me some sense of that.
MR. RODRIGUEZ : Yes, Mr. Chairman. That

modification that proposed. modification was not part,

of the record. we finished the case without having the
abilit,y or the chance to l-ook at t,his.

Mr. Bayliff contacted us sometime in
December and asked if we would be willing to look at a

modification. Brad came over and met with Mr. Mettie
(phonetic ) and myself , and this was our underst.anding of
what they were proposing.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: So this l_andowner or
l-andowners that woul-d now be affected. by the green

l- ine I I m sorry f or those who don ' t, have thi s map

but the green line were they noticed in this
proc eeding ?

MR . RODRIGUEZ : Wel_ I , that was a quest ion
we had. One of t,he problems that we had with CVA' s
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proposal was, we don't know if atl the noticed issues

had been taken care of. That was Point 1 ' Point 2 was

that southern most point where the round circle is

the red circl-e 2400 feet south

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Right .

MR. RODRIGUEZ: the height that that

woul-d have had to have been to be workable was not going

to work for us, and we mentioned that to CVA. We said

to lts, "That is noL safe.rr That's what we talked about

last week.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Well , 1et I s focus on

the notice issue first, because but I want to make

sure that before we puU something on the table that

we,ve not short-cutted any of our required notice

procedures .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Wel-l, might I address that

by going to Exhibit B, which is our proposal?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN : Okay . Al l right '

MR. RODRIGUEZ: When we talked about this

with CVA, we thought that there might be notice issues '

We were told that we thought or they thought that

maybe there were only three affected landowners.

Once we got Past wel-l, leL me back uP

for a second. We thought that there were some notice

issues. So we told CVA, "That's not going to work for

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .47 4 .2233
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lls . It

We came to the Open Meet ing l_ast week,

heard you-a1l talk about this, and it appeared t,hat

there was some movement in t.hat direction. we went back

and looked at the proposal that CVA had initiaIIy
brought to us, and we said, ,,That's not going to work,

but, can we make it better? Can we fix it?" That,'s what

we did over the weekend,

Mr. Symank who was here l_ast week he ' s

here again today Mr. Symank and his colleague were

out in Junct ion in t,he rain on saturd.ay record ing this
whole area as wel- I as the area north . On Mond.ay, which

was a holiday, but t,he Junction offices were open, our

real est.ate f olks went out there and went al l through

the property records to make sure that, if there was a

not,ice problem we could f ix it..
Thatts why ours is different. Ours is

dif f erent . From a notice perspect,ive, w€ f eel- that. we

have accommodated or not accommodated we feel that
we have accounted for all- the l-andowners who wou]d be

directly affected by our proposal.

CHAIRMAN SMTTHERIvIAN: When you Say

rraccounted, " what, do you mean?

MR. RODRIGUEZ: They've been noticed.
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: They received
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notice?
MR. RODRIGUEZ : They've been not'iced '

That's correct. And even aS late aS yesterday morning

over on the eastern side we had a question about whether

or not that defl-ection point would hit a non-noticed

l-and.owner . We f ixed that . We moved it over so that

that l-ittle square that you See there, it SayS rrmax

height 115 f eet, 't all of that now is on noticed

landowners .

And one of you-aIl-, I think, read f rom the

letter about additional f l-exibility. The reason we

asked. for that is because there may be a way to

straighten it a little bit on the east side and on the

west side, but we would have to discuss that with

non*noticed landowners .

And if we could. get a waiver of notice, it

might work. At this point, w€ just don't know because

we haven't had t.he time. What we presented to you here

comes with no notice issues. We had people to make sure

that that was the case, and it has no FAA issues because

by over on the western side , by crossing the river

al-most at a perpendicular angle it ' s a shorter span.

We come down to the first square I

think those are going to be six-po]e dead ends to

flatten them. We take the line from the vertical and

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51,2.474.2233
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turn
sort

ir
of

to a horizontal. It goes on six-pole it,'s
l-ike out by Bergstrom if you-all know

CHAfRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Yeah, I know that
Yeah.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: So we f l_atten iL, and we

take it from a vertical t.o a horizontal which lowers the
lines.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: ThAT ' S A rrery ]-OW

profile.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: It is. They are

subst.antial struct,ures. This is a 345 af ter al_l. But

we take it from a vertical, take to a horizontal . We

get down low. We move back. That sout,hern most point
now is about anot,her 5- to 500 feet, further south from

the point where CVA had proposed that. structure to be.

And by moving back, werre able to geL down

Iow, not, only under the Part 7 7 surf aces but al_ so under

the obstruct,ion clearing surface. We wil-l_ notify the

FAA. We typically notify the FAA, f think , if we,re

within l-0, 000 feet.
So we would notify them. We don't. think

it ' s going to be a problem, because we , re under bot.h

surfaces now. That was our problem previously. While

we might have been under t.he Part 7 7 surf ace , w€ didn ' t
feel it. was appropriate for us to build a structure that
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woul-d take us over the obstruction cl-earance slope that

woul-d make us the obstruct ion instead of the trees '

Right now there' s a line of trees that

forms the obstruction cl-earance slope - When you take a

line from the end of the runway, take iu to the top of

the tree and then you run the slope out as far as it

will go.

COMM. ANDERSON: And You are also

comfortabl-e, because t,his, I believe, still- in the

floodplain, that it meets your reliability criteria?

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Yes, Commissioner ' I

think that's another issue that we had initially wit'h

CVA. Where they were proposing that we put l-ines

this is all floodplain, but we were awfully close to the

active flood channel . We donrt want to be there.

We can be in the f lood zon'e in the

floodplain, rather. And where werre proposing to put

the structures, we think thatts workabl-e. we will

probably fortify the foundations, perhaps use pontoon

foundations to d.ivert water for those rare occasions

when the water does come out. But we're not in the

flood channel.

We don't want big trees and other debris

slamming up against the structures. We think where we

proposed this that we can build this safely and

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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ef f iciently and at a reasonabl-e cost,.

COMM. A\TDERSON: Because f you know, I
read the various arguments and was I know CVA

originally made the argument., rrWell, it' s just a

100-year floodplain, and, you know, if you have to take

it out of service, " I found that to be completely
unpersuasive to the point of unacceptable. These are

345 l-ines.

This project, frankly, has been needed,

putting asider /ou know, future development in West

Texas. These lines have been needed for the transport.
of power int,o the south zone of ERCOT f or a number of
years now.

The idea that you take it out of service
is just. not you vol-untarily take it out of service
because of flooding is not acceptable to me.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : And, Commissioner, I
understand that . In al-I candor, that was one of our

problems, too. And Brad and I went. back and forth about

this.

That was one of our questions, is, "Wel1,

we didn't think that the Commission want.ed to build a

345 CREZ priority line in a place where we knew we were

going to have to de-energtze it on the regular basis. "

That just didn't make sense to us.
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Where werre proposing to put it, we donrt

think we're going Lo have to do that. We wanted to give

you let me back up a second, too. we wanted to give

you-all options. I think throughout this process, even

going back to the summer of r09 when I was sitting here

with my f riend All-en Nye, we heard from you-all that you

wanted options, options, oPtions, and that I s what werve

tried to do throughout this proceeding'

We went back this weekend and looked at

this after sitting here last week and hearing you-al1's

comments, hearing CVA's comments, trying to gauge the

temperarure of the parties and the community. Like I

say, we were abl-e to go back and take CVA'g proposal and

tweak it , f ix it , put it in a l-ocal ity where yeah,

we,re stil-l in a f loodplain, but we're not in the f lood

zorle.

We're not in an active flood zcne. We

don' t think that that. ' s going to be a problem. The

North Ll-ano River fl0ws into the Llano which f10ws into

the Ped.ernales . It t s in our river basin. Mr. Symank

when he took t.he stand talked to our f olks our river

folks. You know, there' s a flood there not every 100

years, noL every 50 years but probably every other year.

You're going to have flooding conditions'

So when they designed this proposal we

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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took that into account.

COMM. ANDERSON: Doesn' t the Ll-ano f l_ow

into the Colorado?

MR. RODRIGUEZ: What did I say?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: You said
rrPedernaf es . tt

COMM. ANDERSON: You said " Pedernafes . "
MR. RODRIGUEZ : Oh, no. Thank you.

Colorado. It. ' s our river basin.

COMM. ANDERSON: Havinq boated on Lake LBJ

a number of t.imes. . .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : It I s our river basin.

CHAIRMAN SMf THERIvIAN: Yeah . That ' s

comf ort,ing to ffio, because you're in the river business .

Let me ask you, though: What. is generally the nature of
t,his property? In looking at the satel-lite photos, iL
l-ooks l ike it, ' s undevel-oped .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : It largely is,
Mr. Chairman. Werve got and I think probably iE ' s

largely because it's in a floodplain. On the western

side there's a is it a quarry or a gravel quarry?

The other col-l-ection of structures is
right there by the as you see the square box, the

next round box you see some littl-e warehouses there. I
think those are chicken chicken sheds. And ot.her
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than that therets just not a whole lot there' There's a

park down towards the lower right-hand corner.

You see some basebatf diamonds and therers

a city park there that fronts on the river. This is not

a d.eveloped area. one of the other problems or concerns

we had as you look furt.her south you stat to get into

the grid structure of the city of '-Tunction'
CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: RighT . RighL .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : That ' s the other thing we

want to do. we wanted to stay away from that as we

could and sti1l be safe, and I think we've done that'

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Wel-1 , Commissioner,

Nelson, I real]y have to commend you. It was your

insistence that we l-ook at a way to thread the needle

d,own here that I think prompted LCRA to do some more

work on this.
Frankly, I was prepared to take the loop

around the north. what are your thoughts on this?

COMM. NELSON: Well, I guess I would like

to hear from the people who filed the letter from

,Junction f irst, because this is I mean, people who

are uninvolved in our process donrt know that sometimes

we do come up with deviations at Lhe last minute when

werre considering it because we find that none of the

solutions we have are what we want, but I'm willing to

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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l- i sten even to i s anybody here f rom ilunct ion?

MS . PENBERTON: No. The city of Junct ion

cannot be here. They gave me they sent me an e-mail

t.his morning with phone numbers t,hat they could be

cal-led on if you wanted to t,alk to them. I tol-d them

that was highly unusual. They were complaining about

CVA' s proposal , and I ref erred Lhem to t.he interchange

to look at LCRA's newest proposal. And in conversaEions

yesterday, we tal-ked about whether or not it affected

their hospital and their heliport, and LCRA said, "IL
does not. tt But t.hey stil-l- don't want it they st.il-l-

do not want the l-ine here, though, on the south side.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: So, Margaret,, let us

put you on t,he spot . From the staf f 1egal perspective,

this l-etter raises some issues abouL process, that

this I'11 quote t,hem "This new sol-ution for

bypassing the Kimble County Airport has been suggested

at the very end of this hearing process after the

evidentiary phase has cl-osed. "

What I s your thought.s on that ?

MS . PEMBERTON : We l- I , I agree wi th

Commissioner Anderson, that I think this is a deviation

t.hat coul-d be made by your ordering language anyhow. It

was on noticed l-andowners.

COMM. NELSON: Right . That ' s why we

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5r2.474.2233
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notice.
is

I mean , that I s the whol-e purpose f or not ic ing

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIA.N: BTOAd NOIiCC .

COMM. NELSON: Yeah. So that if wo, the

three of us, decide there's something that we like about

the route but Some area that we have congern, because

actually the two areas that, You know, I've worked the

most on are the area around the airport and then the

area down by Kerrvil-le. So. . .

COMM. ANDERSON: I have a question for

Mr. Rod.riguez . Do you have I was looking trying

to go through the letter, and it may be there, but the

modifications here this modification whatrs the

as opposed to the cost of the l-inks that go north of the

airport and leLrs not even take into consideration

yet your proposals to if we went north to push it

back even further, how does the links that you're

proposing here in terms of cost going south compare to

the loop around the north side of the airport?

Did you have any numbers ? ilust f rom a

distance standpoint, it appears that it potentially even

saves money. At the very least it could be a wash, but

it could even save money by taking your southern route.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : It might . But if you

don't mind, Iet me ask Mr. Symank to come up and address
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some of those questions. But r woul-d tell- you that
generally the adjustment there to the south is in the
neighborhood of g5 million if you do some subtraction
from

COMM. AITDERSON: Is this incremental to
the original l-ink that parallelled r-10, or is it, five
million altogether?

MR. SYMANK: Repeat t,hat .

COMM. AI\TDERSON: The five million, is it
t.he i-ncremental- is that t,he incremental cost, or is
it t.he or is that the totaL cost of this l-ink or this
part of t,he l-ine?

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Would you have to take
back out the 54 mil-l_ion for underground?

MR. SYMANK: Right. The net difference in
MK53 , r guess, as proposed and of t,he modif ication, you

save approximately $49 million.
COMM. AITDERSON: No, that ' s t.rue if you

buried it . Your original proposal, MK63 , r Lhink it is,
would just parallel r-l-0 north of the Llano River.

MR. SYMANK: We didn,t propose an overhead

al-ternative.

CHAIRMAN SMf THERIvIAN: No, that, had the
burying in it.

COMM. NELSON: There' s no way of comparing

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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it because they were that's what led me to ask

COMM. ANDERSON: Wel-], then, Lhe five

million you're proposing here, how does that compare to

the links that go around the airport?

MR. SYMANK: If You compare

COMM. ANDERSON: Without doing the changes

that you propose, I just want to try to get apples to

apples.
MR. SYMANK: Didn't we have that in the

letter, Ferdie?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: While he's looking

for that, Ken, here's the way T tried to do the math on

that. My concl-usion is that using this proposal results

in a $311 million cost, which is MK63, with the

deduction of the undergrounding and the incremental cost

for going south of the river.

Then I compare that to MKI- 5 , whi ch i s

approximately 302 million. so they're basically the

same f rom my perspective. There's a $9 million delta '

MR. SYMANK: Between 8 and 9 million is

the

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: YCAh.

COMM. NELSON: Right .

MR. SYMANK: And if You do the in the

letter we expanded on anot.her opt ion to the north ' I f

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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you do t.hat, then you' re wit.hin I would have to look

up the number . You ' re within a hal f mil- l- ion dol- lars of

each other.
COMM. ANDERSON: So the so we don't

really save any money by going south versus looping

around the airport . That ' s what I was t.rying t.o get a

handl-e oD, whether it's a per mile whether it's a

cost per mile or whatever, whether what because it
just strikes me that even before t.he adjustments, you're

talking about going north, but this is a shorter route

by a considerabl-e distance which even if you at l-east

if you average t,he cost on a per mil-e basis, t.here ought

to be savings between this and MK32.

MR. SYMANK: Right. The difference is the

nature of the sLructures you're doing. You have the

river crossings all- of that. When you really compare

what you have to do, especially structures, you end up

not saving as much as you would think. There is a

dif f erential- there.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Wel], the other

thing is, it's difficult to do this comparison because

the loop around Lhe norLh st,arts west of thi s some

considerable distance on I-10, and then goes up and then

crosses to the east and then it comes down an existing

t.ransmission l-ine versus

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5l.2.474.2233
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MR. SYMANK: And that ' s why in our

evaluations we actually came up with the #49 million

delta and worked from that in a l-ot of ways when we were

comparing it over the weekend.

COMM. NELSON: I guess I have a question.

On Page 3 of your letter, Ferdie

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Yes.

COMM. NELSON: you say in t.he second

I guess iL's the full- paragraph no yeah. Itrs the

second fu1l paragraph. About half way down you sdY, rr It

has the potential depending on final alignment to impact

two businesses, " which youtve discussed, "the gravel

mining operation and the set of barns. "

So what does that mean, "impact two

businesses"? Impact in the way that it's within the

500-foot that we typically discuss or impact in that

they woul-d have to be

MR. RODRIGUEZ: What is it the chicken

operation? It possibly may clip the corner of one of

those sheds, in which case you might have to I don't

know if you woul-d move the whole shed, but you may have

to cut off that part and maybe move it to the other side

so that theyrre not in the right-of-way.

COMM. NELSON: Okay.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yourre not talking
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about putting the pole where the shed is. you're just
Lalking about the shed being in the right-of-way
underneath the l- ines ?

COMM. NELSON: The lines .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Right, right . So we woul_d

just move it over, or maybe we wouldn't move it over.
That's one of the things that, we were talking about. we

are trying to thread the need]e, and that. was one of t.he

impediment s .

COMM . ANDERSON : That chicken operat,ion, I
guess Irl-l cal-l- it, does it invol_ve is it a l_ittle
farm or is it a purely commercial operation in which

does anybody ]ive there or is it a commercial operation?
MR. SYMANK: f didn' t observe a house down

there . That I s in the floodplain. The nearest houses

were f urther away . r t l-ooks l ike Mr . Ne iman may know

who lives there and who operates it. He may be abre to
chime in here if he knows more than I do.

CHAI RMAN SMITHERIvIAN: ,Just introduce
yourself for the record, please.

MR. NEfMAN: Bill Neiman. ft ' s my

understanding that the owner of those facilit,ies there
are for his horses and there's a riding arena there or a

roping arena t.hat is seen on the satellite, but, I am

positive he's not in a commercial- chicken business.

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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I'1I also go ahead and mention while Irve

got the chair, the gravel mining which is next business

t,hatts l-isted in the l-etter has been abandoned, and it's

no longer in oPeration.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Wetve got to be

careful here, because, you know, that ' s noL testimony '

You are not sworn in.

MR. NEIMAN: AnYthing el-se or

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: ThANK YOtr.

COMM. NELSON: And LCRA woufd do iLs best

to work wit.h those with whoever was affected I guess

I would say.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Absolutefy. I think

whether and,, curtis, you can correct me on this

but whether the gravel operation is defunct or not, we

could work with them.

If we needed to run a sLructure or span

it, we could work with them, but I don't think that

that t s an impediment; otherwise, we woul-dn't have put

that there in the first Place.

MR. SYMANK: That's correct. There are

stockpiles of gravel that I coul-d see. Private

property, I coul-dn't go down there over the weekend. I

could See stockpiles. There was a welt traversed road'

That may just be normal traffic that they do if it's not

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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in operat,ion at this stage of the game.

But we woul-d be able to work with them.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: You know,

personaf fy, it l-ooks l-ike an elegant sol_ution to me.

COMM. NELSON: I agree. Sir, did you

have I forget your name.

MR. ROSS : Yes, Chairman. Joe Will Ross

on behal f of .funct ion Hotel Partners . I ' m not here to
complain or throw a wrench in the deal- , but I 'm astute
enough to kind of sense the trend here to go my

family in whom I represent., we 're the only business

interest, in San Angelo excuse me in Junct,ion that
have intervened in this process.

We're back around on the west, side of t,he

southwest quadrant. of the intersection of 83 and I-10
the t.wo motels. Now, whil-e we're not directly af fected,
yl- 0b crosses or comes through our neighbor j ust to t,he

west, and then turns there in the middl-e of their
property a few hundred feet from our property f ,m not

quite sure and t.hen it deviates sout,h towards the

North Llano River and crosses in some open space

floodplain I don't know quite sure.

And then it get.s across 83 and then

you-aI1 get talking about all- of these proposed

modificat,ions that Ferdie has been talking about.
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We've consistently asked for if you-aIl

dec ide to come through .Tunct ion in Some f orm or ma|ter ,

we would I ike monopoles . I think iu ' s you know, I 've

listened at all of these hearings and I've been a lawyer

in a lot of these hearings through this past year.

I understand here in the big city that,

yeah, you-alI drive under these big, u91y lattice

structures and things and you live under them and

there's nice restaurants under them'

COMM. NELSON: No . I didn' t say 'rnice ' "

( Laughter )

MR. ROSS : Popular , popular. Excuse me '

Popular, fast - food restaurants . Excuse me ' I

apologi ze . In ,Junct ion, in Sonora and you heard

Mr. Atkission Say l-ast week, "We don't have t'hem in our

towns . We don't have them period. "

So it is very much of a shock to us. And

these communities are part of the hill country, too. I

would hope and I rve asked for it if yourre going to

do it, put monopoles . And one other request and I

hadn't seen this letter from LCRA until I got here this

morning.

And I rve noticed this because I have

eminent domain clients, Loo, and it's the post-order

modifications that happen. And, You know, wO are seeing

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .47 4 .2233
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it. You know, landowners who get the line, they sdyr

"We11, now I want to move things.,' And then it goes,

"We11, l-et's not go through the middl_e of our ranch or
go through the middle of our property. Now, let's go

over here to the property l-ine . "

Wel-l-, in our situat.ion, we have two

motels. our western property line is within 100 feet of
our canopy of the Best Western there in Junction.

Our western neighbor who did not intervene
said, "Well, I want you to come all the way east . Go

over there by that, motel . " They didn' t int,ervene . They

have chosen not to participate here.

COMM. NELSON: Our language takes Lhe

consent to make major or minor deviations. It takes the

consent of all- affected landowners.

MR. ROSS: That's where Irm going. f just

want to make sure t,hat that's there so we have a l-ittl_e
bit of a no. Werve part,icipated. We would pref er it
not go through .-Tunct ion, but I can f I m smart, enough

to figure out that that's looking where it's going to
go.

COMM. AI{DERSON: The ,Judges the PFD

itsel-f recommends that, where the line goes t.hrough urban

areas like and I think they may have specifically
mentioned ,Junction. They did Kerrvil-l-e and some of the
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others that the ,Judge recommended monopol ing those

segment s .

Now, as I understand it, the LCRA

adjustments here would have to be different structures.

They could.n't be monopoled d.own, You know, where it's

coming south. But as I also see these structures,

they ' re going to be s igni f icant Iy lower than lhe t'ypical

lattice tower.

So you're in effect getting the benefit' at

least height-wise of in fact, it's probably lower

than even a monopole would be. But I at least I

mean, I have been assuming and we'II get to this

depending on how this a1l fl-ows through, making sure

that., you know, the I mean, I was assuming we would

honor the Judges' recommendation-

MR. ROSS: I missed that if theY were

going to go through ,Junction and monopoles. I must have

overlooked it. But I appreciate your willingness to do

that, part.icularly t.hose of us on the wesL where it is

more commercial-ized there at that intersection.

COMM. ANDERSON: It's on page I believe

it's 25 of the PFD.

MR . ROSS : I bel- ieve You .

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Commissioner Anderson, if

I might, Joe will is correct. It's kind of a funny

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5]-2.474.2233
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thing because after you go through these r 1rou get to
know f olks and maybe it' s the Stockhol-m syndrome . I rm

not sure. But iloe Will has been an active participant
in these cases on behal-f of his f amily and his f amify' s

properties . He's correct . I tal-ked to him bef ore the

meeting today.

Itts been our assumption that if we go

through Junct.ion we woul-d monopole. And, in fact, wo

were prepared to ask for even additional- flexibilit,y to
use monopoles in those instances where it mad.e sense

aesthetically or where the break between say Lat,tice and

poles would be j ust too abrupt Ehat we woul-d request,

f l-exibility to go even maybe beyond what you might be

considering monopoling for all the reasons that werve

heard during t.he case .

I mean, there are aesthetic reasons first

and f oremost , but we have no problem with .foe Wi l- I ' s

request, and I think he' s being very proactive in the

sense that and he's right.
COMM. ANDERSON: Yeah. I know you trust

ffi€ , but on Page 25 , " The AL.-ls support the use of

monopoles t,o the ext,ent iL's cost ef f ective part,icularly

in areas wit,h denser population" it goes on rrsuch

as along I-10 through populations a population center

such as Sonora, ilunction, and Kerrvil-l-e. "

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Yeah .

MR. ROSS : I missed it .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: I rm looking right at

ir.
COMM. NELSON: M€, too.

MR. ROSS : And, Ferdie, we did discuss

this this morning, and I appreciate their willingness

and I appreciate you-all's will-ingness to listen.

MR . RODRIGUEZ : .Toe Wi 11 i s right .

Post-order when you start talking to folks I think we

even ment ion that l-ater on in the later f olks come

out of Lhe woodwork perhaps who have not been involved

in the process and werre more than happen to talk with

them, but given the level- of interest that 'Joe Will has

had in this case, I understand his point where if

somebody comes and speaks with uS afterwards and wants

to put it on their property l-ine, wel}, thatrs on the

other side of .Toe WilI's property line which is right

next to the Best Western.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Right .

MR. RODRIGUEZ: And

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: I think this is a

workable so]ution.
COMM. NELSON: Right .

MR. ROSS : Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN SMTTHERIVIAN: ThANK YOl]. SO MY

sense is that with this discussion we are comfortable

with this southern route.

Does that mean that you-a1l are supportive

of one of the rout.es that primarily goes I-10 which

would either be the MK15 modified or essentially
route

COMM. NELSON: MK63 .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: MK63. So I think
we're let.rs say this: Are we are you guys

comfortabl-e with going south of .function?

COMM. NELSON: Yes .

COMM . AIIDERSON : Not south of Junct. ion ;

going sout,h of the Llano River .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Of the Ll-ano River.
Right. As proposed by

COMM. NELSON: North of Junct,ion.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: as proposed by

the LCRA letter?

COMM. NELSON: Yes .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Let ' s talk about the

western side of this study area. I had suggested that.

we foll-ow MK15 which for much of the area was or some

of it was consistent with the preferred route and then

it comes down t,o a southern rout,e and t,hen goes down

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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1674, I think it is. Were you okay with that?

COMM. NELSON: I am okaY with that . I

think we have some, probabfy, landowner modification

issues that were raised at the last Open Meeting that we

still need to LaIk about., like especially the one lady

whose property is on two sides.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIV]AN: MS . SAVA9C, I ThiNK

her name is. Yeah. she's affected by Lwo in two

places.

COMM. ANDERSON: We're talking about the

west.ern side now, not the

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: YCS .

COMM. NELSON: Yes .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: RighL . Though I do

have a question. Now we're going to go down I-10

instead of routing around. Lhe northern parL of Junction

if her propert,y, which I think is close to that

intersection, is stiIl impacted her urban property,

if you will.
Hold on. So are you going Yes, sir?

COMM. ANDERSON: I rm looking back at my

notes at the Savage modifications. And while I have

it on my list as that we ought to accepL it - If I

recall, she' s the one who came and said that she' s

withdrawing her request because her real estate advisor

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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when they looked aL it actual ly said that t,he

modification she was requesting woul-d be more adverse

economical ly than the original LCRA l- ine .

Now, that's my recoll-ect j-on.

COMM. NELSON: I think there were two

modif icat.ions, and she withdrew one of them.

MS. GROSS: Yeah. She had property on

b84 . I bel-ieve that ' s the property you' re talking

about, that she withdrew that af t.er talking to her real

estate agent. And then she also had property I think on

b23a.

And if you went with the route t,hat goes

south of t.he airport, then t.hat wou1d no longer be an

issue.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: That is correct, .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yeah. Ken, I think

my handwritten noLes and this is on Page 76 of 95,

which is corrected, Att.achment, 13, Supplement, t, with

Bates our Bat,es note of Attachment No . 4 , Savage

segment modification says "wit,hdrawn by landowner at, the

Open MeeLing. "

That was the one where we would have run

down the western side of her l-and and then gone east.

And apparent.ly after consul-tation it is better to go

along the nort.hern and eastern boundaries .

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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I don't know if she's here. When we get

to that, w€ could ask her for clarification. Okay.

Since we donrt have anyone from the city of Junction

here, I donrt think there's any further questions there.

Do you-all want to talk about the easLern portion of

this, whether werre going to go atong MK15 modified

t,hrough Tierra Linda and then paralIel more or fess the

gen tie or continue down I-10?

COMM. NELSON: Sure .

COMM. ANDERSON: Well, I gave a lot of

thought to this, and I prefer with al-l due respect, I

prefer using the MK62 segments, the in other words,

continuing down down I - 10 .

There may be some minor adjustments that

both in Kerrville, but more importantly when

Kerrville to the avoid some habitable

LCRA I think identified a couple of those.

Again, I think most of those adj ust'ments

can be you know, is are well- within the authority

and the discretion wetve given LCRA just in our standard

ordering paragraphs. But to the extent that LCRA

prefers them identified I'm happy to 90 through them-

But I really I think going through

Kerrvill-e I find that the transmission 1ines,

particutarly if monopoled, are a l-ot l-ess intrusive than

can be made

you get past

structures.
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an interstate highway. And with LCRA's abilit,y to work

a rittl-e bit with the height and. make other, you know,

aesthet,ic accommodations and minor deviations, r think
most of those can be adj usted.

I have a hard time really seeing where the
economic l-oss comes f rom. As an exampre you used, a

popular f ast - f ood rest,aurant is actually under 1ines,
and r see that myself in other areas of the Hill country
that I frequent with some regularity.

COMM. NELSON: WelI, f agree with you,

except r think that it woul-d be MK6 3 s j-nce we I ve dec ided
to go

COMM . AI'IDERSON : Wel_ I , whaLever the route
is. What was originally proposed is MK62 as an

al-ternative to deviating through Terralingua
Terral- ingua Tierra Linda

COMM. NELSON: Right .

COMM. ANDERSON: is the route I
woul-d that I would recommend.

COMM. NELSON: f agree with you. And

always the Chairman mentioned aL l-ast, week' s meet.i.g,
people at. the Kerrville and Mason open houses preferred
paralleling existing compatible right-of-way, and people

at the Fredericksburg open house preferred running down

I - l-0 , of course .

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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I would al so note that I think the AL.I

she said MLK62 , but that' S because she wasnrt aware of

this modification on the airport. so she said it was a

good alternative. And So for those reasons and the ones

that you articulated, Ken, I would agree and I do think

there is this modification on the far eastern side of

the route that can be mad.e to avoid a couple of

structures.
COMM. ANDERSON:

I think it was five or six.

I Lhink it eliminates

COMM. NELSON: Yeah. So ' ' '

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: I agree with you

both. As I recaIl, those that showed up that were

intervenors along that route, there were three

intervenors .

Of course, Mr . AUkission, the car d'ea1er '

showed up. we appreciate him doing that. I think we

can work behind his store in a way to make that more

acceptable . And then Mr. Fakhr had his att'orney here,

but he wasn't here . I 'm not Sure what we can do there '

I think there was one other one ' I think

the recommendation that you-aIl are talking about now as

we get closer to Comfort and the substation to sort of

go northeast and then around and then come back avoids

maybe five or six structures.
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COMM . AITDERSON : I t,hink ut i l- tztl:.g I
think the links are c1-4c and cl-8aaa if my eyesight is
not in other words, avoiding Y22 and Y22a, ds f
recall from my map which

MS. CRUMP: Mr. Chairman, before we leave

the Kerrville area, ffidy I make some suggestions?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: SuTe. We'Te going

to trry to work t,hrough these modif ications, buL go

ahead.

MS . CRUMP : No, I underst.and. And f or the

record I rm Georgia Crump. I represent the City of
Kerrville, Kerr County, Cecil- Atkission and KPUB. For

your information, if you have any questions, Mr. Todd

Part.on, Lhe City Manager of Kerrville, is here today.

We understand that,, lou know, the

Commission has determined to come down I-10. We would

like to request that monopoles and I know that's in
t,he PFD, but, monopoles be used throughout, t,he city
l-imits of Kerrvil-Ie and its ETJ.

Kerrville has a one-mile ETJ. I have some

maps t,hat show you the extent of that. I know t,hat's
been done in other dockets to incl-ude t,he ETJ and

monopoles .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: The ETJ is how lonq?

MS . CRUMP: ft r s one mile out side
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: ON CACh CNd? SO

would it be two mil-es cumulative?

MS. CRUMP: Two miles beYond the citY

limits, y€s, sir.
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: SO ONC TO ThC WCST

and one to the east?

MS. CRUMP: Right. I do have maps of that

if you would like to see the extent of iu. IL would

take it west of the Harper Road and I-10 intersection

about a mile and then about a mil-e past the Whiskey

Springs development on I believe it's on Y2O at that

point.
MR. JOURNEAY: Could you give us what the

total length would be then?

MS . CRUMP: I didn't have the scale for

that. I think it could be six to eight miles.

COMM. NELSON: So about 3 million.

COMM. AIilDERSON: The estimate was 200,000

and 300,000 a mile. This is because it's going along

I - i_0 , now yourve got land acquisition costs that are

going to be higher.

You know, if you averaged it out to 250

MR. SYMANK: Can I Provide some

information that will- help you make that?

COMM. NELSON: Sure .

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51"2.474.2233
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MR. SYMANK: We assessed roughl-y a 5.2

mile segment around Kerrville. In addressing terrain,
the topography, the number of angles and dead ends, the

values that we used to estimate the projecL, it's about

$6 mil-lion, roughly 5.2 miles; so within that range. If
it's a littl-e longer, it will- be a l-ittle more, but, that.

gives you an order of magnitude.

COMM. ANDERSON: That, ' s total- cost,
though?

MR. SYMANK: Yes .

COMM. A\IDERSON: Not incremental- .

MR. SYMANK: No, t.hat. ' s incremental .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: That,'s monopole over

latt,ice for that distance.

COMM. ANDERSON: Oh, okay. I for one

of course, you know where I come out, on monopoles. But

I for one would I believe t.he City of Kerrvil-l-e's

request, is reasonable, and it's consistent with the

recommendation made in the PFD.

MR. .IOURNEAY: IL al-so wil-l duplicate some

other modificat,ions I think you were already thinking
about. monopoling.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: RighL. EXACI1Y.

I ' 11 go along with that.

COMM. ANDERSON: This kind of sol-ves the
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problem, I mean , of having to go into individual

requesLs , j ust if you j ust monopole t.hrough there .

MR . RODRIGUEZ : Commissioner, j ust to

provide some historical perspective and I know

Georgia was in our case but the clear springs to

Hutto case we monopoled through Hutto and through

Hutto' s ETJ.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: ANd ThC ETJ.

COMM. ANDERSON: I remember that because

that was mY first
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yes . It was your

wel-come to the Commission.

MS. CRUMP: I appreciate that. One thing

we'd al-so like to discuss on the record, Irve had

numerous discussion with Mr. Rodriguez about the types

of monopoles, the heights and where the sLructures might

be l-ocated.

I know LCRA will work with location of

struct.ures with the landowners. Because this is in the

gateway area of the City of Kerrville, there are

different aesthetic values related to the weathering

monopoles versus concrete and steel monopoles.

We wou1d. like to have the ability to work

with LCRA to determine in conjunction with the property

owners the types of monopoles and the spacing and

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .47 4 .2233
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perhaps the height . Mr. Rodriguez has suggested that
al l of t hose things are f lexibl-e and variabl-e and that
they woul-d work with the property owners.

We would ask al-so that the city be

invo1ved in that because of t,he impact on the ent,rances

to the city.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Commissioners, f mean,

that goes without saying. We've worked with Kerrvill-e
for years on a number of matters. If it allays any

f ears and Ms . Crump' s, absolutely, we woul-d be glad to
work with Kerrvil-l-e on heights.

You know, obviously, where we put these is
primarily an engineering decision, but there are t.hings

t,hat the engineers can do with specialty design,

specialty st.ructures, heights, weathering poles .

Georgia is right . We rve tal-ked about that . We 'd be

glad to continue that discussion.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Well, f know thaL

you've done that wit,h Austin Energy as well in and

around the Austin area, because I can drive west on Bee

Cave and encounter three or four different, types of

monopoles.

I as sume t.hat those were by request of

those communit ies .

COMM. ANDERSON: fs Lhere a specific so

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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you would undertake to do that anyway without an

ordering paragraph or some other direction?

MR. RODRIGUEZ: We would if it makes

Kerrville f eel more comf ortabl-e. You know , if you want

to put something in, that would be fine, but we

def init.ely will be working with Kerrvil-1e and .Tunction.

COMM. NELSON: We are kind of running out

of time in Lerms of drafting of the order. So if we can

limit what

MR. 'JOURNEAY: Wel-1, LYPicaIlY, our

monopoling ordering paragraph hasn't directed them to

work with anyone. It has given them the

COMM. AI{DERSON: Can we modify it in this

case to just direct them? That maybe gives LCRA a

little bit of comfort. And to the extent' iL gives the

City of Kerrville additional comf ort, f 'ITl f ine with that

if my colleagues are.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: We'd be happy to work with

Kerrvil-le and the l-andowners.

COMM. NELSON: Could we finish what we're

going to do in this case and then go to CenterPoint and

then maybe Staff could come back with the language and

we could make the final aPProval?

Do we need to do that or can we delegate

to you?

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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MR. ,JOURNEAY: Well, I think wetre going

to need some discussion on the ordering paragraphs when

we bef ore we make our f inal moti-on.

COMM. NELSON: Right. So would it help if
we gave you t.ime Lo go away and work on it, well, not

you, but Katherine?

MR. JOURNEAY: Well, I t.hj-nk it's going to
depend exactly what decision we make.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yeah. Let's tal-k

about it a l ittl-e bit more , perhaps .

MR. ROSS : Chairman, .Toe Will Ross again

for ,Junction Hote1 Partners. Ferdie and I talked
whenever f Ealked t,o him earl- ier thi s morning, t,he same

thing that Georgia has asked f or in Kerrvi l- l-e as f ar

as not necessarily location, but the type of

st,ructures, monopoles and height , could we have that
same leeway?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yeah.,Junction.
Yes.

COMM. ANDERSON: I think that ' s right, .

Ferdie, one question that I have you asked in your

l-etter and some of your post-PFD pleadings as wel-l- as I

think on more than one occasion at the Open Meeting for
this flexibility and that, flexibility.

I guess my question is, do you have

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .474 .2233
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particular language that is not that is not in our

standard ordering paragraphs with respect to minor

deviations and major deviations that gives you comfort?

What I don't want to have happen is six

months f rom now l-and.owners calling uS saying, "Well , we

were told they wererr -- and, you know, I'ITI just I

want to avoid I want to give you the comfort that you

need,, the authority you need so if there is language,

then, you know, during lunch or someLhing if you can

sketch something out and get it and work with CADM

staff
MR. RODRIGUEZ : We ' d be glad to,

Commissioner.

COMM. AI{DERSON: So that we can look at it

before we actually vote on the order. Does that

COMM. NELSON: That' s fine .

MR. JOURNEAY: Mr. Chairman, before

you-al1 move off this monopolitg, we have a county judge

here, Charlie Bradley, who would like to al-so address

you on part of this l-ine out to the west. He just came

up

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: SUTC . COMC ON.

.IUDGE BRADLEY: Thank You. For the

record, ily name is Charlie Bradley. f'm the Schleicher

County ,Judge . I know werve been talking about mainly

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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the populat.ed areas down here on t.he south.

I just wanted to reiterate and ask the

Commission to consider the use of monopoles through Some

of the other unpopulated areas in Schleicher County.

In August we had the court unanimously

decided to fil-e as an intervenor, and that was our main

concern, was the use of monopoles t.hrough Schl-eicher

County. It looks like the Commission is receptive Lo

t.hose ideas , of course, in t,he more populated areas .

COMM. NELSON: So

'JUDGE BRADLEY: Yes, ffid ' am.

COMM. NELSON: I don't know if You can

answer this . If you can't, Ferdie could answer it . Do

you know what the dist,ance is through Schleicher County?

It looks pretty long.

CHAIRMAN SMf THERIvIAN: Yeah.

COMM. ANDERSON: It ' s about six miles .

COMM. NELSON: Oh, no. It ' s longer than

that .

COMM. ANDERSON: Oh, this is the

Kendal 1

COMM. NELSON: Yes .

.JUDGE BRADLEY: f mean, when we made this

determination we realized that the line was going to go

t.hrough a ma j or port ion of Schleicher County . And

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .474 .2233
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through concerns of citizens that have addressed the

Court, they we were not going to try to side with one

route or another. Just the main thing was that we

wanted the l-ine to be the least obtrusive as possible.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Yeah . .Tudge, I

personally cannot support that.

.TUDGE BRADLEY: OkaY.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: BCCAUSC MOST Of ThiS

is rural-, including at l-east one l-andowner who wants it

on his property his or her property and did not

requesL monopol-es.

So, I mean, perhaps Itm willing You

know, ffiy colleagues may feel differently. Right there

at the substation maybe there' s something we need to do

as we come out of the McCamey D substation, but in terms

of the entire county, I can't support that.

COMM. ANDERSON: It appears to be abouL

20 20, 24 miles through the county. You know,

certainly the links through the guy who's willing or

whoever he or she it ' s not necessary. But, aga j-n,

LCRA has authority under our ordering paragraph if

it's you know, to be a littl-e f l-exible. Irm not sure

I want to order it.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Commissioners to answer

your question, I think, Commissioner Nel-son, itrs about

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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33 miles in Schl-eicher County.

COMM. NELSON: Yeah. I rm sorry. I have

to vote wit.h Barry on this , Eoo, with great I rm

sorry. I apologize to you, but

,fUDGE BRADLEY: WeII, we were just f
mean, that was one of our concerns and we f el-t l- ike we

shoul-d at least ask . I f you never ask, you sure don ' t .

CHAIRMAN SMf THERIvIAN: It, never hurt s to
ask.

COMM. NELSON:

( Laughter)

Thatrs right

,JUDGE BRADLEY: That was our concern, and

I just wanted it to be known.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Thank you, Judge.

'JUDGE BRADLEY: Thank you for your time.

MS. CRUMP: Mr. Chairman, I have one issue

that the City Council of Kerrville is particularly

interest.ed in beyond the monopoles.

In the area where Highway 16 intersects
with Interstate 10, that is what everyone has referred
to as the gateway to Kerrvil-le . If you've ever been out

there, it's a very hi11y area.

There ' s a beaut i f ul rock wal l- s ign along

with Mr. Atkission's large flag. The City Council- has

asked you to consider whether that intersect,ion and I
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guess the small portion of the l-ine on either side of

Highway 1,6 as it approaches I - l- 0 could be placed

underground. That would remove from a visual impact to

the gateway

CHAIRMAN SM]THERMAN: NO.

MS . CRUMP: - - the crossing of the

highway

COMM. ANDERSON: If it's anything like the

$50 million, that's
COMM. NELSON: And it will be the same

because it's the same tYPe of

MS. CRUMP: f had asked LCRA to price it

out. I had not heard back from them on what that would

be.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: WelI, they priced

out the Tierra Linda section for us and it was

70 million?
COMM. NELSON: 70 million.

MR. SYMANK z 62 .9 .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: For what, a mile?

MR. RODRIGUEZ: No, for the 4,000 feet.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Less than a mile.

COMM. NELSON: Three-quarters of a mil-e -

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: Of UNdCVCIOPCd

property, not having to deal wit.h roads and drainage and

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51,2.474.2233
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overpasses ano

MR. RODRIGUEZ : They're transition
stations at either end where the l-ine goes down and

where it comes back up again.

COMM . AIIDERSON: What was the that
50 million or 54 mil-l-ion f or the burying, that was what,

half a mile?

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Half a mil-e .

MR. SYMANK: It was 2500 feet there.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: And Tierra Linda is about

3, 000

COMM. ANDERSON: It was three-quarters of

a mi1e, I guess oo, Do, a half a mile.

COMM. NELSON: It was hal-f a mi1e. Tierra

Linda was about three - quart,ers of a mi le .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Four- fifths of a mile .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Sorry. I can' t

support it . We ' l- l- do the best, we can w j-th monopoles and

rouLing.

MS . CRUMP: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: So why dONI T wC

let's work our way perhaps from the Comfort substation

back toward the west with modifications. For example,

Ken had suggested or Donna one of you l-et me get

my map here.

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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I think the mod.ification, Ferdie, is to

use cI4c and c18aa. That takes it to the northeast and

then east and then south right before you get to the

substation.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Yes, sir. That I s that

little loop?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: YCS. RighL? ThAT'S

what you were talking about. This loop right here

(indicating) ?

COMM. ANDERSON: Yes .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Right down here

(indicating) . Here it i".

COMM. AI{DERSON: Yes, because it avoids

all those habitable structures right in here

(indicating).

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Okay. Commissioner

Nelson, are you okay with that?

COMM. NELSON: I'm fine wiuh that, and I

agree with that. I had looked at that, too, ds a way of

reducing the number of habit abl-e structures .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Then I think the

next one is working around Mr. Atkission' s car

dealership?

COMM. ANDERSON: Yeah. I rm looking at

that as a matter of fact as we speak. It

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51"2.474.2233
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COMM. NELSON: And he seems specifically
concerned about the flag pole at, his dealership.

COMM. AITDERSON: f ,m f ine with t.hat.

modification. It l-ooks like LCRA says it's
technically feasible and it add.s l-ess than a 10th of a

mil-e.

CHAIRMAN SMf THERMAN: So to be cl-ear, what

we I re t.alking about, this would be Y19b , Y2O

modification which takes it, around t,he north of the

store of the deal-ership.

I woul-d encourage you to work with him,

because I think t,he testimony it wasnrt cl-ear to me

how far back his property went. So work with him on

placement. ft's going to be on his property stiII, but

he may want it further from the back of the dealership.
MR. RODRIGUEZ : Right . We absolutely will

do t,hat .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: And t,here I s that
hill behind there . So it may actually bl-end in. Maybe

he want.s a dif f erent color pole or something.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: The hill is back there and

then a l-ittl-e bit higher up is the cross.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Right .

COMM. NELSON: Right .

CHA]RMAN SMITHERIvIAN : ConT inuinq Io the
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west, I think there was one more '

COMM. NELSON: There was the d'iscussion

that Ken brought up about crossing the interstate to

avoid some of the mobile homes, buL LCRA said

COMM. ANDERSON: I IhiNK LCRA SAid ThAI I S

not a

COMM. NELSON: Feasible .

COMM. ANDERSON: and the CitY of

Kerrville didn't like it either. So" '

COMM . NELSON: I j ust didn' t know if

thatrs what Barry was thinking about '

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: I was thinking I was

thinking about Ms. Mary Etizabeth c1ay. shers on I-10

east of .Tunction, b29a-

I think she was the other intervenor' Is

that right , David.a? Does that sound f ami l iar, guYs ,

Mary Elizabeth ClaY?

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Not right off the bat ' If

you would give us a second

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Link b29a.

COMM. NELSON: It looks like it's just

east of .Tunction. She's still affected if we use the

southern the I-10 part of the route, Barry?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: YCAh. I t,hiNk ShC ' S

just east of where the proposed northern loop was going

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5]-2 .47 4 .2233
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to come down and intersect.

So f think she's just east of the

intersection of b23b and I-10.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Mr. Chairman, are you

ref erring to a particul-ar attachment , because we I re

having trouble finding her. ff she's on the link you

suggested, she woul-d still be af fected. We're just

having troubl-e finding

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yeah. My document

is Clay Exhibit 2, Direct Testimony of Int,ervenor Mary

El-izabeth C1ay. Let ' s see .

Okay. Davida tells me that in her

testimony she requested monopoling. I donrt, recall
exactly how big her property was. Why don't we do this:
Let's take a five-minute break. You guys take a look at
this.

That's the only other one that, I had

before we get out to 1674.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Okay.

COMM. Af'TDERSON: I have one on Y9 that was

included.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Let ' s take a

five-minute break.

COMM. AATDERSON: Sure .

(Recess: Lt:25 a.m. to 11:35 a.m.)
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Okay. Let' s go back

on the record. Okay. Pl-ease grab a chair '

As we broke, w€ were talking about Mary

Elizabeth Clay. Did you guys find that?

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Not reallY.

CHATRMAN SMITHERMAN: OkaY.

MR . RODRIGUEZ : Mr . Chairman, l-et me

explain. our Attachment l-3 and the corrected

supplemental Att.achment 13, al-I of those modif ications

were included if they were feasible from an engineering

point of view.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN : OKAY.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: And as long as they didn't

affect a nonnoticed landowner. If she's noL in that

l-ist
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Okay. Let me just

tell you what her testimony said. T think we've goL

this covered by our standard paragraphs.

She requested, quote, lower- 1Ying

elevations and adjustments possible adjustmenLs

for hunting and recreation, so. - .

MR. RODRIGUEZ: We can deal with that .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: I think you can deal

with that.
MR. RODRIGUEZ : We can deal- wit'h that .
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CHAIRMAN SMfTHERMAN: So now I 'm going to
go back to your attachment,s. I'm working my way from

east to west . And the next one I don' t. know if we

want to do this one or not is Skaggs segment

modificat.ion. This is Page 83 of 95. I hmm. you

guys have this one?

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Yes, we do.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: SupplemenL I , Page

83 of 95. It l-ooks like t,his landowner is suggesting

a coming off of I-10 and moving north. Do you know

if this is al-l- within that propert,y owner's propert.y?

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Mr. Chairman, it looks in
our in our documents, it looks l-ike it is on t.heir
property, on the backside of their property.

COMM. A\IDERSON: I think they're just

asking

MR. RODRIGUEZ: On the property line.
COMM. ANDERSON: for it to be moved off

the front, of their property to the back of their
property.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Yes.

COMM. ANDERSON: And Irm fine with that..

It's a tenth of a mile a lit,t.]e over a tent,h of a

mile , if f look at the adjustment,.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: I would think this

KENNEDY REPORTTNG SERVICE, INC.
51-2.474.2233
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woul-d be consistent with our language that we already

have .

COMM. ANDERSON: I think it is'

MR. ,JOURNEAY: Commissioners, looking at

this, though, I think we have some concern of whether

those ends, where it diagonals up to the back of their

property, is necessarily on their property' I guess

maybe we need to look at a property boundary map.

COMM. ANDERSON: Wel-1 , obviously, LCRA

canrt I mean, this is the type of property of

change that I think they could make without us directing

them to.
MR. JOURNEAY: OkaY.

COMM. ANDERSON: But obviously it canrt

cross another l-andowner diagonally unless that landowner

want.s to consent, so. . .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : That I s correct .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: I ThiNK ThiS iS

included within our language -

MR . SYMANK : I ' 1l- add a I itt le bit more .

I visited with them on more than one occasion. Therets

also a concern about a water well that's up right by

r-10.
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: OkaY -

MR . SYMANK: The l ine wil- t have to be
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moved back off of the freeway some distance anyway, so I
believe we have the ability to work wit,h them here.

COMM. ANDERSON: Okay.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Okay. Let ' s move on

to the west. The next one that I had was the Mudge

segment modification, which is Page 65 of 95. This does

not look l ike somet.hing I woul-d support . It l_ooks

prett.y radical-. Crossing over the freeway

COMM. NELSON: Right .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: then going some

distance west, then crossing back over. This is more

than a minor modification.
COMM. NELSON: I agree .

COMM. ANDERSON: What ' s the cost

different,ial? f 'm trying to think
COMM. NELSON: We also donrt know if it's

al- so on hi s property .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Right. I.6 million.
And we don't know if it's on his property.

COMM. ANDERSON: WeII, I'd be okay with it
as long as it's on his property. If it's not., that's
a I 'm I see maybe some people in the audience

shaking their head that it is on their property.

MR. NEIMAN: He was the qentleman that had

the pacemaker.

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .474 .2233
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MR. SYMANK: Yes. He sPoke last week'

And as I recall-, he does own both sides of the freeway

here .

COMM. NELSON: So it would be about a

million point six additional?

MR. SYMANK: Yes.

COMM. AIIDERSON: A 300 million-doll-ar

l-ine, thatrs thaLts a rounding error'

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Let me see where it

is on the map. Y7b.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Commissioner?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: YCS .

MR. RODRIGUEZ: It is crossing I-10 twice'

Other than that. . .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yeah, yourve got the

river on the south side.

COMM. ANDERSON: Let me ask this question'

Is his residence as I recall, where is do you know

where the where his resid.ence is? I mean, if this is

purely cosmetic, it's one thing. If it's a

MR. NEIMAN: His home is 200 feet from the

back of the right-of-waY
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: You need to

COMM. NELSON: So he'd be 700 feet from

the transmission line?

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5]-2.474.2233
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MR. NEIMAN: My name is Bill Neiman, and

I 'l-l- give you a brief synopsis of t.his gentleman.

He i s one of those f luke int,ervenors who

supported Clear view. He came last week and he made

comments. And his home was built in 1991. He was the
one that was there before the interstate.

COMM. NELSON: Uh-huh.

MR. NEIMAN: And he al_so has a health
issue with a pacemaker. And his cardior-ogist had

advi sed him that he can ' t l- ive und.erneath that , and so

he didn' t want to be driven out of the home t.hat they've
had for over a hundred years. He does r-ive in that
home .

COMM. ANDERSON: fs there a way to route
it route it further to the north to push it, away so

it. doesn't have Lo cross f-10?

MR. NEIMAN: f canrt answer that .

COMM. ANDERSON: No, I know. I 'm asking
LCRA. Itm sorry. I wasn,t.

MR. NEfMAN: And I don' t want, to interj ect
or be out of place.

COMM. A\TDERSON: Well , I mean, again, this
is if somebody has a demonstrabl-e health issue and it
coul-d be moved I donrt know how large his property
is.
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MR. NEIMAN: It ' s Pretty large '

both sides of the highwaY.

He owns

COMM. ANDERSON: But, you know, therer s

ways to it may be a whole l-ot easier and cheaper to

move north than south across the interstate.

MR. SYMANK: In looking at the exhibit

I,ve 9ot, which is the same one y'all are looking dt, I

see what appears to be terrain; but without the contour

data, it's difficult to assess. we can take a look at

it in more detail. It was evaluated as crossing the

freeway and crossing back '

CHAIRMANSMITHERMAN:Crossingbackover'

MR. SYMANK: With the assertion from him

that it was either his property or his the neighbor's

agreed.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: SO I hATC IO ASK

this question, but what issues are associated with TxDOT

and crossing over the freeway and then crossing back?

MR. SYMANK: In this situation, none'

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: None? OkaY '

MR. SYMANK: We wouldn't be using their

right-of-way. We would simply cross and then paralleI

and cross back.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: AIl right ' I think

I would prefer to Lry to stick with our minor deviations25
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so long as it's headed generally in the direction of the

substation language here and ask you and ask you-all
to Lry to work with this l-andowner.

If indeed he's got large tracts on both

sides of the freeway, after you geL out there, you may

concl-ude this is actually a better idea, but I'm
reluctant to hardwire it in.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Okay. I appreciate that .

I think t,his is one of those situations where we can

work with Mr. Mudge under your language.

COMM. NELSON: And I agree with Ken t,hat

if there is a heal-th issue that requires this, obviously

nobody here on this panel wants to make Mr. Mudge move

out of his house.

c l- ear

realIy
l-ines

CHAIRMAN SM]THERIvIAN: Though, leLIs be

f mean, werve gone over this before. There's

no proven evidence that living close to these

causes health effects. I want to
COMM. ANDERSON: Well-, except Lhat' s

there's there is an elecLron I mean, t,his is not

a I agree with you with a normal person. There' s a

medical device invol-ved here.

COMM. NELSON: Yeah. I guess Irm not

willing to override the recommendat.ion of his
cardiol-ogist.
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( Laughter )

COMM. ANDERSON: There' s also I don't

know if this if this house is an historic structure,

but the last thing you want is the Texas Historical

Commission riding down on top of you. That ' s a pain in

the. . .

COMM. NELSON: Neck.

COMM. AI{DERSON: Which I think LCRA has

probably had plenty of run-ins in with that crowd.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: The last one that I

had was the Runge modification. This was Page 73 of 95'

I think Runge 3, just east of the McCamey substation on

bi- 1'a. Looks like the Runges wanted to try to fol-l-ow a

property line more than just cutting across the middle'

COMM. ANDERSON: Yeah, I 'ITI f ine with bot'h

those changes with the with the suggested

modif ication, assuming it d.oesn' t invol-ve I notice up

at the north I guess it would be northwest corner

of that as long as it doesn't, you know' cross

another person' s l-and kind of without their ConsenL

because it appears here it paral l-els I don I t know i f

that's property lines or a highway, but. . .

MR. ,JOURNEAY: So are you talking about

hard.-wiring this or j ust letting it go through the minor

deviation?

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5r2 .474 .2233
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: I think our minor

deviat.ion language.

COMM. AITDERSON: Well, if LCRA wil-I, oo

the recordr 1rou know, sLate that they believe t.hat ' s . . .

MR. RODRfGUEZ : Yes, Commissioner, I think
that is within the minor deviation language excuse

me that we can work with and we can work with the

Runges on that.
COMM. ANDERSON: Okay.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: That ' s the last, one

I think I had. Did you-a1l have anything else?

COMM. NELSON: Well-, I have my memo when

yourre ready.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Right, .

COMM. ANDERSON: Have we where is 890?

Oh, that,'s she dropped that. Does not want. I

think werre not going there. Irm just...

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Double - checking?

Brad?

COMM . A\IDERSON: I 'm double - checking my

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Brad, did we miss

some thing ?

MR. BAYLIFF: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Brad Bayliff for Clear View Alliance and Ms. Savage.

She did when she was here, she was

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51,2.474.2233
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upset, obviously did request that you withdraw the part

of her modification request thaL would have put it on

the west and southern boundaries of her property. Her

original request had requested monopoles as well.

Shers willing and prefers iu to be on the

north part and the east part of her property as is now

schedul-ed., but she would l ike to maintain the request

for monopoles on those two parts of her property. She

has roughly a square mile, and it's on the north county

road and on the very top part of Road L674 that goes to

Fort. McKavett.

COMM. ANDERSON: The total distance is

approximately what?

MR. BAYLIFF: Would be probably two miles.

She has, I think, a section.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Brad, I mentioned

earl-ier that she was in the unique situation of at least

earlier appearing to have two pieces of property that

were going to be affected. I think you gave me the head

nod that now with our route sticking to I-10 that her

more urban property is not affected. Is that correct?

MR. BAYLIFF: Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Okay. Which is

on

MR. RODRIGUEZ : 823 .
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: 823 . So f

remember her vividly
COMM. ANDERSON: Yeah. And these are the

kind of requests I think LCRA could grant on its own

under the ordering paragraph, buL I'm fine with it.

COMM. NELSON: Because it. ' s a short.

disLance, r'm fine with it.

COMM. AIIDERSON: It. ' s a short distance .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: And she does have

the unique situaLion of having it now on

COMM. NELSON: Two sides .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERNIAN: two sides

COMM. NELSON: Right .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Of hCT PTOPCTI.Y.

So Irm fine with that.

COMM. NELSON: That ' s the reason I woul-d

do it
CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: YCAh.

COMM. NELSON: just, because she is so

affected.
CHA]RMAN SMITHERIVIAN: ANd ShC ShOWCd UP

and begged.

( Laughter)

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Her words, not mine .

MR. BAYLIFF: Yes, sir. And one other

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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intervenor, Ward Whitworth, was here l-ast week, and

we've received a text reminding us that he had asked

that you consider monopoles along I-1-0 as it approaches

Junction from the west instead of going up to the north

where he had property. There were al-so sections along

Y9 where he had requested that you consider monopoling

as you went into ,function from the west.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: I think I'd stick

wit.h the language that we already agreed to with regard

to .Tunction.

COMM. NELSON: Right .

COMM. ANDERSON: WelI, and werre going

to I think .Tunction falls also within the paragraph

that's going to be drawn up about I mean, I think the

PFD recommends monopoles through the cities. I don't

know i f Junct ion has any and I we agreed , I think,

with respect to the extraterritorial jurisdiction of

Kerrville . I don' t know if ,Junction has any

extraterritorial- j urisdict ion .

Assuming it's in place as of today and not

the order date, I'fii fine with that too. I mean, You

know as you approach the more populated areas, the PFD

recommends monopolitg, which I think we all support. At

l-east I do.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Commissioner, are you
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saying that i f ,Junct ion does have an ETLT, that we should

monopole the ET,J?

COMM. ANDERSON: Well, 1zou know, I 'd like
to it woul-d be nice if they had shown up and be abl-e

Eo tell- I think certainly, anywhere from the city
limits, but I think within I mean, dt some point,
you've goL to transition anyway when you do it, so

MR. RODRf GUEZ : And I think we coul-d work

wit,h .Tunction. I think that would fall- into the

category of what f mentioned earl-ier, which is the use

of additional flexibility. So in those instances

where

COMM. AITDERSON: Yes .

MR. RODRI GUEZ : we coul-d work with
Junction.

COMM. ANDERSON: But it, ' s 3 00 , 000 ,

roughly, a mile to, so that's at the top end. So

it's I don't. know if it's a half mil-e. What I would

be, perhaps, a Iit,tle concerned about, if it were if

they were as aggressive ds, sdy, the City of Austin or

some or some places where the ETJ goes out

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Why don' t
COMM. ANDERSON: 50, 60, 70 miles.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIIAN: Why don' t we do

this . Kerrvil-l-e was a mile either side . Why don' t we

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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limit that to a mil-e either side for Junction?

COMM. ANDERSON: That' s fine.

MR. BAYLIFF: Thank You.

Ms. Schooley, on Link b84, is on the LCRA

list. She was being bisected. And I believe it's

Attachment i-3, Supplement I, Page 75 of 93. And I donrt

think I 've heard you address that request.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN : What l ink?

MR. BAYLIFF: B84. I saw that you've done

up to 1,4a for the Runges and didn't know if you are

stitl- considering the b84 request of Miss (inaudible) '

COMM. AIIDERSON: I'm sorry. Where?

MR. BAYLIFF: 884 . It ' s the AC Ranchesr

link, one of those two links.

COMM. AITDERSON: Oh.

MR. BAYLIFF: And this was bisecting

through her property in a diagonal.

COMM. ANDERSON: Yeah, I see .

MR. BAYLIFF: manner.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: We have that as being

supported by the Commissioners.

MR. BAYLIFF: Okay. And LCRA' s data shows

that it was supported. I just didn't know if that was

conf irmed .

COMM. ANDERSON: What ' s the distance?

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51,2.474.2233
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MR. BAYLfFF: One quarter of a mile.
COMM. ANDERSON: Oh.

COMM. NELSON: I think that fits into the

minor deviation.

COMM . AIIDERSON : Yeah, that ' s

MR. BAYLIFF: Thank you very much.

COMM. AIIDERSON: I agree .

COMM. NELSON: Mr. Chairman, are you ready

for me

CHAfRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yes, mar am.

COMM. NELSON: to go over my memo?

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: YeS, ma I am. Yes .

COMM. NELSON: Okay. Irm going to start
with LCRA has two complaints about, my memo. None of
this should come as a surprise to you in the memo.

It's it makes it consistent with previous borders and

this moves some of the findings into ordering
paragraphs . So I 'm going to start. with the second one

because the second one appears on that I s LCRA' s

appears on approximately the bottom hal-f of the second

page of my memo.

And I rve proposed changing the language.

There's it says, "LCRA TSC shall implement. erosion

control- measures as appropriate. LCRA shall return each

affected landownerts property to its original contours

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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and grad.es, unl-ess otherwise agreed to by the landowner

or landowner representatives." And there was language,

as we got the order, that said, "excepL to the extent

necessary to establ-ish appropriate right-of-way,

structure sites, Setup Sites, and access for the

transmission line. "

That , to fii€ , j ust took away the whole

obligation to return the property to its original

character. So LCRA said because of the terrain, it wil-l

be impossible to return some areas to their original

terrain without, affecting the working of the

transmission line. And that' s my paraphrasing.

So my question to Y'a1l would be:

Assuming that I 'm not comfortable with the language that

was there initially, which is why I filed the memo

COMM. AI{DERSON: Uh-huh.

COMM. NELSON: you said your preference

is to return to the original language, which f'm not

comfortable with, do you have any other proposal?

COMM. ANDERSON: Which Donna, I canr t

f ind that ord.ering paragraph . I s it page

COMM. NELSON: Itr s

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: No. 11, is that it?

MR. JOURNEAY: Yes, No. l-1 . On the second

page .
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COMM . AITDERSON : Oh, okay . I see it .

COMM . NELSON : Yeah . So i f you l-ook, Ken,

it's like
COMM . AMERSON : Yeah, f see .

COMM. NELSON: "Except to the extent

necessary't rea1ly takes away the requirement. because it
l-eaves t,he cont,rol- entirely within LCRAr s . . .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIA.N : Wel l , what have we

done in al- l- of our previous orders on thi s ?

COMM. NELSON: This is consistent,, the

changes .

MR. JOURNEAY: This is consistent.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Newer proposed

change s ?

COMM. NELSON: Yes .

MR. ,JOURNEAY: wit.h except. f or the

one t,hat LCRA points out,, to not to Salado.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Cl-ear Springs .

MR. ,JOURNEAY: The one down that went

south.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Cagnon to Kendal-l- is where

we gained some experience, and then we got the

language

COMM. NELSON: Changed.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : that we want changed in

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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Clear Springs to Hutto.

MR . .TOURNEAY : Now, I mean, they say that

they need this to ensure safety and stability, and iL

might be that you could we could put in a rrexcept

where necessary" to
COMM. NELSON: rrTo ensure saf ety and

stability."
MR. JOURNEAY: 'r Ensure saf etY and

stability of"
MR . RODRIGUEZ : rrExcept where the saf ety

and stability of the line is at question, " someLhing

like that.
COMM. NELSON: OkaY.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : And that I s onlY our

that our problem is, if we have to recontour to

stabil-:-ze the tower or the

COMM. NELSON: I understand what yourre

saying. And can you just work with Stephen

MR. RODRIGUEZ : You bet .

COMM. NELSON: when we like maYbe

we' 1l- get this all done bef ore l-unch. But if we donrt,

there seems like there were a couple of other changes

that needed to be made, too.

COMM. ANDERSON: Wefl, therer s Lhe

whatever ordering paragraph that LCRA wants on

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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f l-exibility.

COMM. NELSON: Right .

COMM. ANDERSON: And theyrre going to I
think theyrre going Lo work with staff during the Lunch.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Yes.

COMM. NELSON: And then Ehe second j-ssue,

if y'all are willing to make some compromise on that,
which I see you are, I 'm okay with t,aking out those

ordering paragraphs six and seven. They say that
they ' re redundant , but t,hey aJ so say they creat,e a

conf lict. And I ' l-l- be honest, with you, those issues are

not so important that I 'm willing to die on t,hat hill.
CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: So you wou]-d

COMM. NELSON: I would just delete six and

seven on my memo.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: de]-eLe your

Okay. That ' s the first
COMM. NELSON: Those are t,he

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: ful-l paragraph of

Page No.

COMM. NELSON: On my second page .

CHAIRMAN SM]THERIvIAN: On your second page .

COMM. NELSON: Right .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yeah.

MR. ,JOURNEAY: WelI, if Lhey're required

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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to get a permit f rom Fish and wildl-if e, it' s under

federal law, and we don't really need to address that'

COMM. NELSON: That ' s what I 'm saying,

yeah.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: OkaY.

COMM. NELSON: And if it' s going to cause

a problem, I don't it's the language is stiIl in

the order, so it's just not in the ordering paragraph

itself. So

MR. RODRIGUEZ: And we appreciate that

very much. We simpty didn't want a potential conf l-ict

where we have an order or a permit. from Fish and

Wildl-ife that could conceivably be construed as being

contrary to an order.

COMM. NELSON: Right . I understand '

MR. RODRfGUEZ: Yourre welcome .

COMM. NELSON: So I 'm willing.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : Thank You.

COMM. NELSON: You won on that issue'

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Thank You.

COMM. NELSON: As the Chairman always

said, it's time to stoP now.

( Laughter )

CHAIRMAN SMTTHERMAN: Stop talking.

COMM. NELSON: That ' s right .

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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That's it from my memo. frm happy to
explain anything el-se in the memo, but f Lhink it ' s all
pretty obvious.

COMM. ANDERSON: frm fine with those

changes to your memo, and would incl-ude it.
COMM. NELSON: So I guess Mr. Chairman,

I guess, then, we coul-d we just. need to wait until
af ter st,af f and LCRA work out the rest of the issues,

and then we'l-1

COMM. ANDERSON: I do have one issue. I'd
like an ordering paragraph added that directs LCRA to
work with TxDOT to try to use as much right.-of-way as is
possible, and Irm offering my services to assist in that
endeavor

COMM. NELSON: Okay.

COMM. ANDERSON: once the once this
order becomes final and I'm no longer subject Lo the ex

parte rule.
( Laught er )

COMM. NELSON: And, Ken, I'd be happy to
help you, too.

COMM. ANDERSON: That's I think we all
have the same because f did go back into the evidence

and looked at, t,he TxDOT, and t,hey do have the

f l-exibil ity to grant al-l manner of exceptions . They

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVTCE, INC.
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are the staff doesn't appear necessarily eager to do

it, but I think and we may ultimately be

unsuccessful, but it's worth the effort'

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: I think it ' s

COMM . AIIDERSON : And that wil I

particularly help, I think, in constrained areas.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: AbSO].UIClY WOTTh ThC

effort, and I think it's probably consistent with some

of the dialogue that's going on down at the LegislaLure

right now, is agencies need to work together and save

money for themselves and for the ratepayers. So let's

come up with something there, and not al-1 three of us

call Chairwoman Delisi at Lhe same time '

( Laughter )

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Anything else?

MR. JOURNEAY: Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Yes, Yeah.

MR. JOURNEAY: On Commissioner Nelson's

memo and based upon discussion we've had today, ordering

Paragraph No. L2 , on the second page.

And my question, whether or noL this

ordering paragraphs works where you have to, perhaps,

transverse public right-of-way to get where a

person's property is divided by a public road and

there's public right-of-wdf, so your so there is the

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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State of Texas as a landowner t,here that I don' t know

whether we want to actually worry about get,ting their

permission on here. And I hear t.hat crossing this, wo

may not need to because we may not actually be

ent.ering needing to put poles on t,here, but, we woul-d

be crossing public property there. Maybe we want to

think about

COMM. NELSON: I think our preference was

to try to go north in that,

I know your preference

one situation.
was to do that. But You

also talked about if that wasntt, in fact, the best way

to 90, to leaving that other option open, I thought.

Maybe I 'm wrong.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: SO WhiCh lANgUAgC,

Steve, do you think is potentially problematic?

MR . 'JOURNEAY : Wel l- , it saYS

COMM. ANDERSON: Are we saying other than

TxDOT in there?

( Laughter)

MR. JOURNEAY: Only to affect, only those

land.owners Lhat agreed to the minor deviat ion, perhaps

put in there "excluding" "excluding public

rights-of-wd1r, " or

MR. 'JOURNEAY

COMM. NELSON

MR. ,fOURNEAY
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COMM. ANDERSON: Okay. f 'm fine with

that
MR . .TOURNEAY: something l ike that .

COMM . A\IDERSON: Just put in Publ ic

rights-of-way.
MR. 'JOURNEAY: If you give me a chance

to
CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Okay.

COMM. AI\TDERSON: Okay.

MR. JOURNEAY: I think on Ordering

Paragraph 13, you know, I think what as we talked

about this additional f lexibility, I 'd al-so to put

language in there to incorporate what the judge said on

Page 25 of the PFD

COMM. NELSON: Okay.

MR . .IOURNEAY : to capture that ; al so ,

the concept of the working with the l-andowners and

municipal-ities on monopoles probably needs to be put

into this.
And, I guess, maybe we I donrt know if

we do this one or another ordering paragraph right here

that hard cores the monopoling through municipalities

and ET,Js , or the one mj- le , ds in Junct ion ' s case . I

think those are

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: That ' s the case

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5I2.474.2233
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yeah, that,rs the case for bot.h ilunction and Kerrville.

MR. TTOURNEAY: We1l, I think those things
we need to probably work on.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: f think we need to
write language on that.

COMM. NELSON: Right .

COMM. ANDERSON: Yeah.

MR. ,JOURNEAY: Yes .

COMM. ANDERSON: I agree.

MR. JOURNEAY: And t,hen one ordering
paragraph that. we haven' t. talked about., and that. ' s going

to be to accomplish gett.ing south further south.

What, looks like yralI's choice is now is Route 53.

Removing the underground piece of that and going so

we need Lo get I mean, to make sure , and I t,hink

y ' al l are al- l- there , but we I re going to need to get an

ordering paragraph, I think, to hardwire that into the

order

COMM. NELSON: Right .

MR. JOURNEAY : and not i ust l-eave it
flexibility.

COMM. ANDERSON: Can you get with LCRA

over lunch

MR. ,JOURNEAY: Yes, sir.
COMM. AI{DERSON: and come up with that?

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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MR. JOURNEAY: Yes, sir, we'lL bring

something back afterwards.

And then and I 'm giving You the

language, perhaps, ofl the highway department that

COMM. ANDERSON: Yeah.

MR. JOURNEAY: I rve tal-ked wit'h

Commissioner Anderson on already.

COMM. NELSON: OkaY.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: And, Commissioners, if I

might, w€ didn't wanL to presume, but in the event you

were going in this direction, we did take the occasion

to prepare some f indings of f act that woul-d alter the

ones that are in the proposed order. And we'd be glad

to share those with Mr. .fourney f or whatever val-ue he

may derive from those.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Okay. So just to

review before we werre going to break for lunch and

then werre going to take up CenterPoint when we get

back, and then at the end of the d"y, we'Ll- take a final

vote on t.his . But I think the route that we I re all

coal-esced on is essentially MK53 . Is that correcL?

MR. JOURNEAY: That I s my understanding.

COMM. NELSON: As modified by the LCRA

letter.
CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: And our
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MR . ,JOURNEAY : Modi f ied rout.e .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: And our discussion.
COMM. NELSON: So it ' s modified Route 53 .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Right .

COMM. NELSON: Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SMf THERIvIAN: Right . So it
f ol l-ows I - 10 the ent ire way f rom the Comf ort substat ion

all the way past, ilunction.

COMM. NELSON: Right, .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: And Then goes norlh
on ]-674 and follows that route

COMM. NELSON: Yes .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: on b84.

COMM. NELSON: So it probably parallels
I-10 t.hree quarters of the way.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN : Okay . Al l right .

Because t,here may be some people who don' t. want to stay

around f or the Cent,erPoint discussion.

So with that, Iet I s break f or lunch f or an

hour. Werll come back at 1:00. Werll take up the

CenterPoint case . Then we ' 1l- vot,e on this aE the end of
the day.

(Lunch recess: 12:00 p.m. to 1:04 p.m.)

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 13 (CONTINUED)

DOCKET NO. 38354; SOAH DOCKET NO'
473-10-5545 - APPLICAT]ON OF LCRA TRANSMISSION
SERVICES CORPORATION TO AMEND ITS CERTIFICATE
OF CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY FOR THE PROPOSED

MCCAMEY D TO KENDALL TO GILLESPIE 345-I$/ CREZ

TRANSM]SSION LINE IN SCHLETCHER, SUTTON,
MENARD, KIMBLE, MASON, GILLESPIE, KERR, AND

KENDALL COUNTIES

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: A11 right' Now,

let's go back to Docket 38354. Right? 38354?

COMM. NELSON: That' s correcL .

CHAIRMAN SM]THERIVIAN: WhCN WC bTOKC, WE

were going to send the parties off to draft up some

language to better capture the concepts that we had

discussed, and I think parties have done that. we have

in front of us copies of some proposed language.

COMM. ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, before we

get into that, there was I had my staff had gone

back and l-ooked at I think we captured most of the

individual requests, either explicitly or with LCRA

acknowl-edging that our existing ordering paragraphs give

them a sufficient leewaY.

There was one landowner who showed up ' I

bel-ieve he's an intervenor or did a Ms. McGowan,

rather upset, Iives on Link b84 and had two requests.

One that obvious monopoles, and the other that the

line follow an existing pipeline on her property, I

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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believe.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: What seqmenL is she

on?

COMM. ANDERSON: 884 . I think it ' s over

by the AC Ranches.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: Yes. OKay.

COMM. ANDERSON: I bel-ieve LCRA is looking
up her tract.

MR. BAYLIFF: Ms. McGowan is here if you

had any questions.

MS . McGOWAN: I 'm here .

COMM. ANDERSON: Oh, okay. f tm sorry.
MS. McGOWAN: That's okay.

COMM. ANDERSON: Did I correctly
MS. McGOWAN: It was y€s, I think so.

COMM. ANDERSON: state your request,?

MS . McGOWAN: Yes, sir.
COMM. ANDERSON: If it were to
MS. McGOWAN: I would like to change the

one about f ollowing the pipelines now. V'Ie rve

reconsidered, and the angle might. be better that was

originally picked

COMM. ANDERSON: So you

MS. McGOWAN: -- the lines showed.

COMM. ANDERSON: So now you would prefer

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .474 .2233
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the LCRA's route across the property as opposed to the

pipeline? Is that what yourre saying?

MS. McGOWAN: If Yeah, Lf that's what

we ' re doing, Y€s .

COMM. ANDERSON: Okay. WeIl-, then, that

doesn't require any

COMM. NELSON: Action.

COMM. ANDERSON: any action ' What ' s

the length of the monopoles across your property?

MS . McGOWAN: I 'm not sure .

COMM. ANDERSON: RoughlY.

MS. McGOWAN: I think we estimated'

COMM. A\IDERSON: The issue being whether

we need to specifically address it or whether it's

already covered in our monopole ordering paragraph. I'm

just trying to geL a sense.

MR. SYMANK: Rough scal-itg, it appears to

be about l-4 , 0 o 0 f eet . The segment in quest ion .

COMM. ANDERSON: So a litt1e under three

mil-es?

MR. SYMANK: The portion of her property

in question.

Does that look about right?

MS . McGOWAN: Yes .

COMM. A\IDERSON: So a little under three

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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mil-es? So it woul-d be, at the top end, 900,000, perhaps

l-ess, depending on the topography.

MR. SYMANK: Right . It I s straight . No

angle or dead ends the way it appears on

COMM . ANDERSON : I t, ' l- l- be

MR. SYMANK: - - this ffidp, so it'l_l be in
the 300.

COMM. AI\TDERSON: It'11 be more likely to
be, in the l-ow end, 200 ,0 0 0 ?

MR. SYMANK: Probably in the three because

of the terrain out here.

COMM. ANDERSON: So it is that's the

quest,ion, how what t,he topography is.
MR. SYMANK: Right.

COMM. AITDERSON: That I I m incl ined to
think that's covered by our monopole our general

monopole language.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: LeT me J usI Ken,

I rve got the map right, here because I tm because

they're al-l- kind of running together now.

Maramr |our property is bc14c? Is t.hat

right? Anyone confirm that?

MS. ANDREWS: No, shers not, no.

MS. MeGOWAN: Where is it, Janet? BI4c?

I know it's the MK15, north of . . .

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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MR. HUFFMAN: I can tell You exactlY'

MR. ROSS : Do You want to go over to the

map and look at it ? Go up there and l-ook at it .

(Simul-taneous discussion)

MS . McGOWAN: SorrY. .Tust give me a

minute .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN : I S iT dOWN hCTC? I S

this it? I guess this is the pipeline '

MS . McGOWAN: I rm across here '

MR. HUFFMAN: She starts right here where

it comes off Donna Schooley's and this total- thing is

all yours, possibly some more over here, buL this is the

pipeline you're talking about '

MS . McGOWAN: Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: So you have mu1Liple

tracts?
MS . McGOWAN: Yes .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: This one?

MS . McGOWAN: Uh-huh.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN : Thi s ?

MS . McGOWAN: Yes, and this .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: And that?

MS . McGOWAN: Yes .

COMM. ANDERSON: But you no longer want'

the pipeline?

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
51,2.474.2233
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MS . McGOWAN: Right . Yes, sir.
MR. HUFFMAN: Well , it, ' s at an angle .

It I don't think would be

MS . McGOWAN: No, because that would come

more down this center. f thought, it was going to come

more this wdy, and it goes that way.

CHAIRMAN SMf THERIvIAN: Y'all_ speak up in
t,hat mic .

So what ' s the proposal ? I 'm sorry. We ' re

looking at the map. What's the proposal?

COMM. AI\TDERSON: Wel-l, T and I
MS . McGOWAN: For monopoles .

COMM. AITDERSON: f 'd l-ike to, I mean,

visit with LCRA about this, but it's a little less than

three miles. f think it,'s covered t.he request and

the pipeline is no longer in the pict.ure, so it's t,he

request would be simply monopoles, and I think that's
that woul-d be covered by the regular paragraph, which

yourre permitted to use monopoles under various, you

know for example, one of them is, the right,-of-way

could disproportj-onately affect, a particular l-andowner

or the cost of the because it. does l-ook like it's
cutting diagonally across the property. So it is I
think that disproportionately affect,s the landowner, in
my mind.

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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MR. RODRIGUEZ : Yeah - I think we would

agree with that, Commissioner.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: We1l, is that a

preferred solution, or is trying to run it closer to

property l- ines pref erred solut ion?

MR. RODRIGUEZ: If I understood correctly,

we were back to the original solution, which was cutting

diagonally across the property' Right?

MS . McGOWAN: Yes

MR. RODRIGUEZ: OkaY.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: OkaY.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: So I think wetre just down

to the question of monoPoles

MS . McGOWAN: Yes .

MR. RODRIGUEZ : on the original

alignment across Your Property.
MS . McGOWAN: Correct .

MR. RODRIGUEZ: And I think we'd be fine

with that. r agree with You that

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: I think we should do

it.
COMM. NELSON: Yeah, I agree .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Listen, it's not in

our rul-es , but showing up i s important .

COMM. AI{DERSON: I'm in the answer is,

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2.474.2233
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f 'm in f avor of monopoling it, but the quest,ion is
whether we need a part.icul-ar ordering paragraph. I
don't think so. I think you have all three of us

agreeing that it that that,s this is the

appropriate situation.
COMM. NELSON: And it ' s not j ust because

she showed up, in my opinion. The property owners who

have the lines cut diagonally through the party are the

most adversely affect.ed, so I think it is appropriate
given that.

MS. McGOWAN: Thank you.

COMM. ANDERSON: I agree .

MS . McGOWAN: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SM]THERMAN: You' re we]-come .

COMM. A\IDERSON: Okay.

COMM. NELSON: And f know this has been a

hard case f or a Iot, of people, and it ' s been emot.ional;

but T, as one of the three of us and I think I the

other two feel the same wdlr we appreciate everybody

showing up and participating in the process. It makes

it. a l-ot, although it's painful at, t,imes, we end up

with a better end resul-t.

COMM. ANDERSON: Ferdie, I have a

question. We therers some draft language before us

of ordering paragraphs.
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MR. RODRIGUEZ: Yes, sr-r.

COMM. ANDERSON: But I want to I 9<>

back to you had asked in your well, oo a number of

occasions for maximum fl-exibitity, and I assumed there

was some proposed ordering paragraph that you wanted

included. I don't see it here.

MR . ,JOURNEAY : The reason you don ' L i s

because in our discussions, they indicated that that

maximum flexibility was really in the areas of Kerrvil-le

and. . .

COMM. ANDERSON: And they have that ' So

they're you're I guess the question I want on

the record that you' re comfortable I 'm not trying to

pin you down, but I don't want because if there's

something we need to do, Lhis is your this is the

bite at the aPPle.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: No, I appreciate that very

much. And first of aI1, thank you to Katherine and

stephen for helping us work through the language. I

think Stephen portrayed it exactly correctly'

Werre talking really about the area

through ,Junction and the area through Kerrville, and I

think this will get us there. we have two l-ittle

suggestions, but I think this will get us there.

COMM. ANDERSON: OkaY.
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MR. RODRIGUEZ: And I appreciate all of
their work, ds wel- l- , over lunch .

MR . ,fOURNEAY : And, Mr . Chairman, to j ust
run through this list real- quick, therets a couple it,ems

that are bolded. First one in Ordering paragraph 2 . I
actually think we you told us not. to do t.his, but my

memory

COMM. ANDERSON: I think we told you to.
COMM. NELSON: We tol-d you to do it .

MR. ,JOURNEAY: Okay. Well, my memory is
sorry, then, and Irm lucky I got it right.

( Laughter )

MR. JOURNEAY: On Paragraph 4 , the l_ast.

sent,ence t.here, we talked about an issue where the

municipality and the landowner see things differently
and trying to say t,hat the landowners' views trump on

their property, but y'a1l didnrt really discuss that
part of it and. . .

COMM. ANDERSON: fn the what- it ' s-worth

depart.ment, I 'm f ine with that.
CHAIRMAN SMf THERIvIAN: Wel-1, this

specifically goes to t,he issue of the city limits and

the ET'J.

COMM. AIIDERSON: Uh-huh.

COMM. NELSON: Right .
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Right .

MR . ,JOURNEAY : This only appl ies within

that .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Right '

COMM. NELSON: I agree with that language '

MR. JOURNEAY: And then on ParagraPh

No . 6 , the last sentence, we didn' t tal-k about this

either. The language I had originally given to

Commissioner Anderson and provided y'aI1 earlier had

this date that basically said if they don't have an

agreement by this date, that there's they should

start with their construction process. I don't know how

y'a1l feel about that, ds far as the concept of a

particular date, whether you want to make it l-ess

f l-exible, more f lexible .

COMM. ANDERSON: Welt, I at some Point,

they've got to move forward. My view on this, theyrve

got to move f orward. We canr t have endl-ess back and

forth. I think this date is sufficient,ly long, that it

doesn't delay LCRA, but it gives all of us some time to

work the issue.

MR . ,JOURNEAY : A11 right . We also have

two findings of fact here that we identify these as

particular findings we think we need to have y'all

address specifically here on what werre doing- The rest
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of the findings that werre going to need to modify to
reflect the appropriate link, I think we can do that
with just the discussion we have.

COMM. NELSON: And I do think this 115

modification to Finding of Fact 115 is necessary

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: It l_ooks good.

COMM. NELSON: based on our decision.
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Right .

MR. ,fOURNEAY: And f inally I ' l-1 tell- you

t,hat on order on the Paragraph No . t here, w€ f ocused

only the modification at, the airport. We recognize that
y'aIl al-so want to modify the link or the route down

in the southeast corner by comfort, near the substation.
We can modi f y t,hi s language to incorporate that, . We

were most worried about this particular area to get

y'aIl's approval on.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Well, I think t,he

record ref lects our discussion on t,hat as we1l.

COMM. NELSON: Yes .

CHAIRMAN SMTTHERIVIAN : We went in t,o t,hat

in great detail.
MR. JOURNEAY: Yes, sir.
COMM. NELSON: And thanks to LCRA. Thank

you for so quickly responding to my request that y'all
l-ook south of or whatever north of you know what
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I rm saying.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Yes.

COMM. NELSON: And I appreciate it because

it gave us more oPtions todaY.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Thank You. I appreciate

ir.
CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: It reaIly did. It

made a difference -

MR. ROSS : Chairman, Commissioners, on

order in Paragraph 4 Joe Will Ross on behalf of

,Junction Hotel Partners I'm a l-itt.le concerned that

in I guess it's the fourth line all the way over to

the end where it says L or that fourth line, "LCRA

TSC shall work with both the cities of Junction and

Kerrville and af f ected landowners 'rl

under the definition of directly affected

landowners, my family, even though we received notice

and we parLicipated in Lhis and my cl-ient, we donrt f it

that def init ion . We ' re here , and' that ' s what l- ike I

said earlier was, can we put in and I think Ferdie

and I've talked about it maybe just adding in there

where our western neighbor, who was not an intervenor,

may want to post order modification to move the line

east all the way next to the property line which is l-ess

than a hundred feet from our motel.
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COMM . NELSON: That this j ust says : On

the material- and type of st ructure used as well as t,he

spacing and height of structure. So it doesn't
reference moving the line.

COMM. ANDERSON: We have another paragraph

that deals with
MR. ROSS: I underst.and.

COMM. ANDERSON: deviat ions .

MR. ROSS : f understand t,hat . And even

with stil-l with type and material structure, werre

stil-l- kind of in a broad sense, we,re l-eft off the

table. And Irve talked with Ferdie, and he seems to be

agreeable to add just Junction Hotel Partners, Lp, right
af ter Kerrvill-e. Not that werre Lrying to

COMM . AIIDERSON : We l- l- , I
MR. ROSS: -- be obstructionists or
COMM. ANDERSON: That seems limiting to

me.

COMM. NELSON: Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: That, makes me

uncomfortable .

COMM. ANDERSON: That seems limiting.
MR. ROSS: I mean, I just

COMM. NELSON: So are you saying yourre

not an affected l-andowner?
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MR. ROSS: Under the definition, under

the your rules, w€ are not a directly-affected

Iandowner. We got notice, but werre not directly

affected.
COMM. AIIDERSON: Because it doesn't cross

your

MR. ROSS : It doesnrt cross us and it ' s

not

COMM. ANDERSON: As it' s currentlY

configured, it doesn't cross your property'

COMM . NELSON : Does not pass wit'hin 5 0 0

feet.
MR . ROSS : Yl- 0b does not Pass within

500 feet of our habitable structures, but if it moves

if the landowner to our west, who is nonintervenor,

decides to have weII, move it over, LCRA

COMM. ANDERSON: But mY but if it does,

then you become affected

COMM. NELSON: Then you become af f ect'ed '

COMM. ANDERSON: af f ected l-andowner '

MR. ROSS: True.

MR . ,JOURNEAY : So thi s language doesn I t

use directly affected, it only uses affected'

COMM. ANDERSON: Affected.

COMM. NELSON: Right.

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .47 4 .2233
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COMM. ANDERSON: The other is that t,he

deviations requires the consent of all the landowners

af fected, as f recal-l.

COMM. NELSON: It's our bel-ief that
you ' re you f aI l within t.hi s language .

MR. ROSS : Okay. Okay.

COMM . A\IDERSON : Part icularly because

youtve got to read t.his in connection with the other
ordering paragraphs.

MR. ROSS: Yes, sir, I understand. f
j ust we ' re we rve participat.ed. And we t re in a

very strange situation, and it's
COMM. ANDERSON: I undersLand. I just

think that I mean , if LCRA, under our other orderj-ng

paragraphs, if they moved it to the propert.y l-ine and,

therefore, put you within a hundred feet of the

centerl ine , they woul-dn ' t be able to do that, wit,hout.

your consent..

MR. ROSS : Okay. Thank you.

MS. CRUMP: Commissioners, Georgia Crump

representing Kerrvil-le. I just. had one comment.

I very much appreciate your including t,his

language in Ordering Paragraph No. 4 . My concern with

the last sentence is wanting to avoid kind of a

patchwork or polka dot appearance as the line goes down

KENNEDY REPORTTNG SERVICE, INC.
5t2.474.2233
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the interstate through Kerrvil-le. If each property

owner has picked their preference to a different type of

pole, a weathered pole, then a concrete pole or a steel

pole, that will- have an appearance, I think, down the

interstate that will- be l-ess than desirable.

COMM. ANDERSON: Or a striPed Pole'

MS. CRUMP: A striPed
( Laughter )

MS. CRUMP: And, You know, what I see

happening is being a very collaborative process, that

the city will cal-1 in LCRA and the property owners, and

they ' 1I al- I s it down and talk about it . But I don ' t

I ' m wondering about if the last sent.ence i s needed or if

we could give some consideration to the you know, the

overall appearance and the need to maintain some

uniformity of appearance.

CHAIRMAN SM]THERMAN: WhCTC did IhAT ]-ASI

sentence come from?

MR. JOURNEAY: I'm sorry, sir, I put it in

there .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: That' s yours.

( Laughter)

COMM . AIIDERSON : You know, f ' ITI the

reason I'm fine with that is that when and I think

I and I don't know what el-se I won't speak f or

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
sL2.474.2233
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LCRA, but if I were them, I 'd want some there if
t.hey ' re caught bet.ween two part ies , which one Lrumps ?

And Irm and I understand your concern. I guess my

personal view is, thj-s Commissioner, is that if in a

dispute between the city and the an individual
landowner, I you know, I sort. of side wit.h t.he

landowner. But that's my personal that,ts my personal

vote on this.
COMM. NELSON: Well, and the other thing

is, t,hese l-andowners, many of whom have participated in

this process, not your specif ic l-andowners, but

landowners in general, they care as much about the Hill
Country as Kerrvill-e does. So I it,'s hard to imagine

that they woul-d want al-l- different, structures on their
property because they want to keep it

MS. CRUMP: Right. They want to make it

look good, too.

COMM. NELSON: I underst,and.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Wel-l-, I you know,

I don't think this prevents the city from trying to get

everybody toget,her and t.rying t,o come up with a masLer

pIan. But if push comes to shove, I agree with my

col leagues , I think t.he landowner right i s predominant

here .

MS . CRUMP: Okay.
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CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: I IM OKAY WiTh iT .

Anything else?

COMM. ANDERSON: Did You this is for

LCRA. Did I hear you say you had some language tweaks?

MR . RODRIGUEZ : Oh, fio, I think we took

care of all of that -

COMM. ANDERSON: Oh, okay. I 'm sorry. I

misunderstood, then.

MR. RODRIGUEZ : No, werre done .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Brad, I'fii trying to

get to a motion.

( Laughter )

MR. BAYLIFF: Thank You, Mr. Chairman. We

appreciate your language on t,he restoration to the

original contours. We brought that issue up in our

original brief, and werre very much in agreement with

the language that' s here.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Thank You.

All right. So l-et me helP me style

this. I think Chair wil-l entertain a motion to approve

Route MK63 as modified pursuanL to our discussion Loday,

your memo, the changes that we have discussed for the

ordering paragraphs and the findings of fact, and

delegate to staff the ability to make nonsubstantive

changes.

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .47 4 .2233
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COMM. NELSON: So move .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Anything el-se?

COMM. NELSON: Nope . So move . Stephen' s

looking l- ike he

MR. .fOURNEAY: No .

CHAIRMAN SMTTHERIVIAN: YOU WANI MOrE?

MR . ,JOURNEAY : I was j ust being an anal

attorney here. I' l-l- 1et. yral1 get on with it.

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN : Okay.

COMM. NELSON: Okay.

( Laughter )

COMM. ANDERSON: Nothing wrong with that .

We resemb]e that remark.

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON: f know the

transcript
CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: AT ]-CAST ThC SCCONd

part .

( Laughter )

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIVIAN: WC hAVC A MOTiON.

COMM . AITDERSON : Oh, second .

CHAIRMAN SMITHERIvIAN: Second , dff irm.

Thank you all very much.

MR. RODRIGUEZ: Thank you, Commissioners.

MR . ,"TOURNEAY : We wi 11 endeavor to get you

an order early Monday, I t.hink.

KENNEDY REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
5L2 .47 4 .2233



( Simultaneous discussion)

CHAIRMAN SMITHERMAN: Okay- In all our

excitement, I forgot to adjourn the meeting. This

meeting of the Publ-ic Utility Commission of Texas is

hereby adj ourned.

(Proceedings concluded at 2246 p.m.)
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CERTTFICATE
STATE OF TEXAS )

COTJNTY OF TRAVIS )

W€, William Beardmore and Lorrie A.

Schnoor, Certified Shorthand Reporters in and for the

State of Texas , do hereby cert. i f y that t.he

above-mentioned matter occurred as hereinbefore set out.

WE FURTHER CERTIFY THAT t,he proceedings of

such were reported by us or under our supervision, later
reduced to typewritten form under our supervision and

cont.rol- and that the f oregoing pages are a f ul l- , true,
and correct. transcription of the original notes.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, w€ have hereunto set

our hand and seal t,his 2l-st day of ilanuary 201J .

Digitally signed by William C.
Beardmore

./ "i' . , Date:2011.04.29 13:22:57 -07:00'V//,t{**.' (.). .fea<a{+**u' Reason: Transcript prepared by
w.c.B.
Location: Austin. TX

WILLIAM BEARDMORE
Certified Shorthand Reporter
CSR No . 918 -Expires 12 / 3t/ L2

Firm RegisLrat j-on No . 27 6
Kennedy Report.ing Service, Inc .

8 14 0 N. Mo- Pac Expressway
Suite II-120
Austin, Texas 78759
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Attachment G

COMMUNITY VALUES CHART

Location and Date of Open
House

Attendees' Preferences For Maximizing Distance of
Transmission Line From Residences

San Angelo 2009 670A - Second priority (EA p. 6-5)

Christoval2009 73'h - First priority (EA p. 6-8)

Harper 2009 760 - First priority (EA p. 6-12)

Comfort 2009 78"h - Third priority (EA p. 6-15)

Kerrville 2009 7lo - Second priority (EA p. 6-17)

Lampasas 2009 58" - Second priority (EA p. 6-19)

Burnet 2009 55Yo - Fifth priority (EA p. 6-21)

Llano 2009 55o - Second priority (EAp. 6-23)

Fredericksburg 2009 67oh - First priority (EAp.6-26)

Comfort 2009 Tloh - Second priority (EAp. 6-29)

Questionnaires from People
Not Attending an Open House

2009

72Vo-First priority (EA p. 6-32)

Junction 2010 69"h - First priority (EA p. 6-38)

Menard 2010 73V" - Second priority (EA p. 6-al)

Mason 2010 59o - Fifth priority (EA p. 6-43)

Fredericksburs 2010 77"h - First priority (EA p. 6-6-46)

Eldorado 2010 58Vo - Fifth priority (EA p. 6-49)

Kerrville 2010 8lo - First priority (EA p. 6-52)

Sonora 2010 TlVo - Fourth priority (EA p. 6-54)

Questionnaires from People

Not Attending an Open House
2010

57o - Sixth priority (EA p. 6-57)

t290463



Attachment H

soAH DOCKET NO. 473-lo-5ffi'f lvED
PUC DOCKET NO.38354

, i:";;,f 21 [H F: 3l
APPUCATION OF LCRA s BEFORE THE SIAIEgffiI(Strr
TRANSMISSIONSERVICES S '! iriliiiccLtRK
CORPORATION TO AMEND IIli S
CERI|FTCATE OF CONVENIENCE AND S

NECESSTTY FOR TllE PROPOSED S

MCCAMEY D TO KENDALL TO S

ettl"EsPrE 345-tff CREZ s oF
TRANSMISSION UNE IN SCHLEICHER, S

SUTTON, MENARD, KIMBI,"E, MASON, S

GILLESPIE, KIMBLE, AND KENDATI S

COUNTIES S ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

ctw oF JuNcTloN's
STAIEMENT OF POSITION

COMES NOW Intervenor, Clty of Junctlon, ond files its Stotement of

Position.

Clty of Junctlon mokes the followlng Stotements of Position in this

proceeding:

1. The City of Junction opposes the plocement of the CREZ llnes wlthln

or odjocent to the Interstote l0 Conidor locoted within or odjocenl to the

City of Junction's boundories (Section Yl0b) becouse of its potentiol

negotlve irnpoct to the City of Junctlon. Accordlngly, The City of Junctlon

recommends thot no CREZ lines be ploced olong the lnterstote l0

Conidor,

2. The Clty of Junclion urges lhe PUC to consider the negotive impoct

on properly volues, oesthetlcs, tourism ond economlc development to

J L{bI



the City of Junction if the CREZ line is odjocent to the Interstote l0

Corridor.

ln support thereof:

Ihe Clty of Junction would show fhot, currently, of leost 70% of the

Clty's soles tox revenue ls produced by the business ocflvity on the

City's portlon of the Intentote l0 Corrldor. A portlon of thls revenue

goes dlrectly to Junctlon's Economlc Development Corporotion for

economlc development projects. Additionolly, The hotel/motel

Industry olong Junctlon's porllon of Interstote l0 is o slgniflcont

producer of tox revenue for the Clty of Junctlon.

The City of Juncflon would show thot it hos Invested o greot omount

of resources In sewer ond woter infrostrucfure olong the Interstote

l0 Corrldor in order lo support fufure economlc development.

The City of Junction would turther show thotthe oreo between RR

'1674 ond Interstote 1 0 (porcel Y9-0]5), whlch ls in the dlrect poth of

Sectlon YlOb, ls very rlpe for economlc development ond is o

prlmory torgeted oreo wiihln the City of Junctlon's fufure economic

development plons. Additionolly, porcelYl l-016 hos been

identified by the Clty of Junctlon for potentlol future economic

development.

ln the olternotlve:

3. Ihe City of Juncflon urges thot to the extent the CREZ lines ore built

within or odjocent to the City of Junction, os on olternotlve to lottice

structures, the llnes use short concrete monopoles in order to lesen the

requlred wldth of the eosements.



4. Ihe City of Juncflon urges thot to the extent the CREZ lines ore built

within or odJocent to the Clty of Junctlon o northern roule bypossing the

city be chosen.

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the City of Junctlon

respecttully request thot oll rellef requested hereln be gronted by the PUC,

together with oll other rellef to whlch the City of Junction moy be entifled.

Respecttully submitted,

ATIORNEY FOR CIW OF JUNCTION
TX Bor No.00791713

PO Box 586
McComey, Texos 79752
Tel eph o n e: 432- 69 3 -2222
Focslmlle: 432-693-2243
UotonAttv@hotmoil. com

CERIIFICAIE OF SERVICE

I certlfy thot o hue ond correct coBy of the foregoing document ls belng served
punuont to SOAH Order Nos. I ond 2 on this 24th dcry of September,
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